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Section 1: Introduction 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has prepared this Statement 
of Basis (SB) to solicit public comment on its proposed remedy for the Former BP Oil, Inc. 
Marcus Hook Refinery located in Trainer, Pennsylvania (hereinafter referred to as the Facility). 
EPA's proposed remedy for the Facil ity consists of the following components: 1) maintenance of 
e ngineering controls to prevent petroleum sheening on Marcus Hook Creek and the Delaware 
River, 2) maintenance of surface cover to prevent direct contact exposure at five locations 
described in this SB, and 3) compliance with and maintenance of groundwater and land use 
restrictions implemented through institutional controls (ICs). This SB highlights key information 
relied upon by EPA in proposing its remedy for the Facility. 

The Facility is subject to EPA's Corrective Action program under the Solid Waste 
Disposal Act, as amended, commonly referred to as the Resource Conservation and Recovery 
Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 690 I et seq. The Corrective Action program requires that facilities 
subject to certain provisions of RCRA investigate and address releases of hazardous waste and 
hazardous constituents, usually in the fo rm ofsoiI or groundwater contamination, that have 
occurred at or from their property. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is not authorized for the 
Corrective Action Program under Section 3006 ofRCRA. Therefore, EPA retains primary 
authority in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for the Corrective Action Program. 

In October 2000, the BP Oil Company (BP) submitted a Letter of Commitment and Site
W ide Approach Workplan for the Facility to EPA and the Pennsylvania Department of 
Environmental Protection (PADEP). In September 2005, BP enrolled in EPA and PADEP's 
One C leanup Program. Under the One C leanup Program, EPA Region Ill's RCRA Corrective 
Action Program works with PADEP's Voluntary Cleanup Program under the Pennsylvania Land 
Recycling and Environmental Remediation Standards Act (Act 2), 35 P. S. §§ 6026. 101-
6026.909, to achieve cleanups that protect human health and the environment utilizing the most 
effective and efficient means available. PADEP approved BP's May 201 8 Final Report and 
provided BP a release of liability under the Act 2 Program for the Site-Specific Contaminants of 
Concern (COCs) on August 3, 2018. 

EPA is providing a thitty (30) day public comment period on this SB. EPA may modify 
its proposed remedy based on comments received during this period. EPA will announce its 
selection of a fina l remedy for the Facility in a Final Decision and Response to Comments (F inal 
Decision) after the public comment period has ended. 

Information on the Corrective Action program as well as a fact sheet for the Facility can 
be found by navigating http://v-.rww.epa.gov/reg3wcmd/correctiveaction.htm. 
The Administrative Record (AR) for the Facility contains a ll documents, including data and 
qual ity assurance information, on which EPA's proposed remedy is based. See Section 9, Public 
Participation, below, for information on how the AR may be reviewed. 
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Section 2: Facility Background 

2.I Introduction 

The Facility is located at 4 101 Post Road in Trainer, Pennsylvania. Figure l presents a 
Site Location Map. The Facility has been operated as a petroleum refinery s ince the early 1900s 
and has been owned/operated by several companies including Union Petroleum Company (1900-
192 1 ), Sinclair Refining Company ( 192 1-1969) the Atlantic R ichfield Company ( 1969), BP Oil 
Company ( 1969- 1996), Tosco Corporation (1996-2000), Phill ips Petroleum Company (2000-
2003), ConocoPhillips (2004-2012), and Monroe Energy (2012-Present). ConocoPhillips briefly 
idled the refinery in September 2011 until Monroe Energy purchased and reactivated operations 
in 20 12. Although BP sold the Facility in 1996, it retained responsibility for certain 
environmental conditions that existed at the time of the sale, and consequently many of the 
documents contained in the AR for this SB were completed by BP. 

The refinery grew in size from approximately 17 acres located west of Marcus Hook 
Creek in the early 1900s to its current configuration of approximately 350 acres. The refinery 
has historically produced gasoline, kerosene, diesel fue l, residual fue l o ils, bunker C fue l, 
aviation fuel, and liquefied petroleum gas and has a current process capacity ofapproximately 
200,000 barrels per day. 

The Facility property is located a long the Delaware River about 20 mi les south of 
Phi ladelphia. The topography across the Facility property is relatively flat and gently s lopes 
towards the River. The Facility property is surrounded by a mixture of industrial/commercial 
properties to the north and west and residentia l properties to the northwest and southwest. 

A 1991 EPA-conducted RCRA Facility Assessment (RFA) identified 84 potential Solid 
Waste Management Unites (SWMUs) and 26 proposed Areas ofConcern (AOCs). These 
numbers were later modified by the Agency due to reclassifying several SWMUs as AOCs and 
further documentation showing there was little or no potential for releases from many of the 
SWMUs/AOCs. EPA determined that the number of SWMUs requiring further evaluation was 
24 and the number of AOCs to be further assessed was 15. 

In 1998, BP submitted its Solid Waste Management Unit and Area of Concern Final 
C leanup Status Report ( I 998 Report) to EPA, in which the 24 SWMUs and 15 AOCs were 
evaluated. The 1998 Report found that all of the AOCs and all but two of the SWMUs (No. 40 -
oily-water sewer system and No. 88 - suspected leaded tank bottom disposal areas) had been 
addressed. EPA agreed with the findings of the 1998 Report and in correspondence to BP dated 
August 16, 1999 determined that corrective action had been completed at 22 of the 24 SWMUs 
and all the 15 AOCs. In February 2013 and June 2016, EPA informed BP that no further 
corrective action was required at SWMU No. 88 and SWMU No. 40. 
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2.2 Areas of Investigation 

Multiple environmenta l investigations and remedial actions have been completed at the 
Fac ility. For site characterization purposes, the Facility was divided into nine Areas of 
Investigation (AOI) based on historica l information, s imilar processes, location and potentia l 
impact on receptors. The nine AOis are presented in the table be low and more information 
about each AOI is described in Section 3 of this SB. Figure 2 presents the locations of the AO ls 

at the Facility. 

No. AOI 
l Sitewide Groundwater 
2 Lube Plant Area 
3 Fornier Alkv Retention Basin 
4 Gas Blending Area 

5 Wastewater Treatment Facility 
6 South Tank Farm 
7 North Tank Farm 
8 Process Area 
9 Surface Water & Ecological Areas 

Section 3: Summary ofEnvironmental Investigations 

For all environmental investigations conducted at the Facility, groundwater 
concentrations were screened against PADE P' s Statewide Health Standards (SHSs), otherwise 
known as Medium Specific Concentrations (MSCs) for non-residential used aqui fers. The MSCs 
for the COCs in groundwater are equivalent to the federal Maximum Contaminant Levels 
(MCLs) promulgated pursuant to Section 42 U.S.C. §§ 300f et seq. of the Safe Drinking Water 
Act and codified at 40 CFR Part 141. The MSCs for contaminants with no corresponding MCLs 
are within the allowable risk range afforded by EPA's Regional Screening Levels (RSL) for tap 
water. Soil concentrations were screened against PADEP 's non-residential direct contact and 
soi l to groundwater MSCs, which are also within the allowable risk range afforded by EPA's 
RSLs for workers in commercial/industrial settings. 

Numerous environmental investigations have been conducted at the Facility, and reports 
documenting those investigations are included in the Administrative Record for this SB. EPA 
relied upon the fo llowing reports in order to establish its Corrective Action objectives for the 
Facility: the November 201 1 Sitewide Remedial Investigation Report (RIR) and the May 2018 
Final Report for Sitewide Soil, Groundwater and Surface Water, both ofwhich are available for 
review in the AR for the Facility. The fo llowing sub-sections summarize the characterizations of 
the AOis identified in Section 2.2 above. In addition to the AOis identified above, summaries of 
the groundwater and soil evaluations for the former S inclair Acid Plant, located on the Facility, 
and a site-wide vapor intrusion evaluation are included in Sections 3. 1. 1, 3.10 and 3.11, 
respectively. 
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3.1 Sitewide Groundwater 

The geology beneath the-Facility consists ofanthropogenic fill, unconsolidated silts, 
sands and gravels, saprol ite and competent bedrock of the Wissahickon Formation primarily 
conta ining gneiss. Groundwater at the Facility is encountered at depths ranging from 0.5 to 15.5 
feet below the ground surface (bgs). The most penneable water-bearing aquifers at the Facility 
occur in the anthropogenic fill in the Lube Plant Area and the sand and gravel facies of the basal 
Cape May Formation and lower terrace deposits. Groundwater flow direction in the water table 
and deeper semi-confined terrace deposit water bearing zones is generally to the southeast 
toward the Delaware River. 

No records of potable wells located within 0.5 miles from the edge of the Facility 
property have been identified. The Chester Water Authority, which supplies water to Trainer and 
Marcus Hook, is unaware of any potable wells located within those municipalities. One active 
industrial well was identified 0.13 miles northwest (upgradient) of the Facility property. No 
surface water intakes for drinking water supply exist along the Delaware River within at least 4 
miles of the Facility property. The refinery utilizes an intake from the De laware River for a 
source of non-contact cooling water and as a backup for fire protection on ly. 

EPA determines that this groundwater aqui fer is not a viable source ofgroundwater 
supply due to both its shallow depth and its location within fill material. In developing this 
proposed remedy, EPA has based cleanup objectives for groundwater beneath the Facility as 
recharge to the De laware River, Marcus Hook Creek, and Stony C reek. 

More than 150 monitoring wells, piezometers, monitoring points and well po ints have 
been installed at the Facility and more than 50 groundwater sampling events have been 
conducted to address groundwater conditions since BP sold the refinery in 1996. The fol lowing 
table contains a list of contaminants that have been historically detected in groundwater at the 
Faci lity at concentrations greater than PADEP's Non-Residential Used Aquifer MSCs. The 
groundwater data shown in the table below were obtained from the November 2011 Sitewide 
Remedial Investigation Report (RIR). 

Volatile On?:anic Compounds 
Contaminant PADEP Non- Maximum Historic Sample Location 

Res. MSC Detected 
(µg/1) Concentration 

(ug/1) 
Benzene 5 24000 MW-038 
Ch lorobenzene 100 11 10 MW-206D 
Chloroform 80 140 MW- 146 
1,2-Dichloroethane 5 260 MW-038 
2-Butanone (MEK) 4000 11000 MW-046 
Ethyl benzene 700 8400 MW-144 
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Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether 20 16800 MW-008 
Toluene 1000 14000 MW-078 
Trichloroethene 5 71 MW-035 
Xvlenes 10000 40700 MW-144 

Semi-Volatile Or 1anic Compounds 
Contaminant PADEP Non-

Res. MSC 
(µg/1) 

Maximum Historic 
Detected 

Concentration 
(ug/1) 

Sample Location 

Anthracene 66 1300 MW-146 
Benzo( a )anthracene 4.9 1300 MW-146 
Benzo(a )nvrene 0.2 830 MW-159 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 1.2 960 MW-146 
Benzo( Q,h,i)oervlene 0.26 540 MW-159 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 6 2150 MW-062 
Chrysene 1.9 2300 MW-146 
Dibenz( a ,h )anthracene 0.6 330 MW-159 
2,4-Dinitrotoluene l I 12 MW046-9.5' 
Fluoranthene 260 4300 MW-146 
Fluorene 1900 2000 MW-146 
I ndeno( 1,2,3-cd)ovrene 2.8 170 MW- 159 
2-Methylnaphthalene 470 35000 MW-146 
Naphthalene 100 50000 MW-146 
Phenanthrene 1100 5500 MW-1 46 
Pyrene 130 3200 MW-146 

Metals 
Contaminant PADEPNon-

Res. MSC 
(~Lg/ I) 

Maximum Historic 
Detected 

Concentration 
(µg/1) 

Sample Location 

Antimony 6 31.2 MW-023 
Arsenic 10 660 MW-1 09S 
Beryllium 4 16 MW-159 
Cadmium 5 11.7 MW-201S 
Chromium (Total) 100 94100 MW-159 
Cobalt 35 1040 MW-159 
Lead 5 480 MW-027 
Nickel 100 39900 - MW-159 

Generally, groundwater impacts could not be attributed to a single source at the refinery. 
Exceedances of many of the MSCs appear somewhat randomly and there are no known onsite 
sources contributing to further groundwater degradation. Statistical evaluation of the 
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groundwater contamination in the 22 wells with MSC exceedances was conducted as part of the 
2011 RIR which concluded that concentrations were stable or decreasing at 17 of those locations. 
A fluctuating trend for petroleum hydrocarbons was exhibited by two interior wells (MW-74 and 
MW-144) and one well in the riverfront section of the Former"Lube Plant Area (MW-12 1). 
Increasing trends were noted at two well locations, one interi or well in the Former Lube Plant 
Area (MW- 11 6) and one well in the Gas Blending Area (MW-209S). Benzene was the COC of 
concern for both of these wells, with concentrations fluctuating from 0.1 µg/1 to 76 µg/1 between 
2002 and 2010. With benzene concentrations observed hi storically as high as 24,000 µg/1 (MW-
038 in May 1996), the contamination seen in MW-116 and MW-209S is not significantly 
impacting the overall groundwater qua lity. 

Subsequent to the 20 I I RlR, BP agreed to conduct an additional 12 rounds of 
groundwater sampling over three years from a series ofrepresentative point ofcompl iance wells 
(POC) to confirm that diffuse groundwater discharge from beneath the Facility property is not 
adversely impacting the surrounding surface water bodies. For this supplementa l groundwater 
sampling, ten (JO) representative POC wells were selected from the 52 POC wells in the initial 
monitoring network with the approval ofPADEP and EPA. The groundwater data from these 
wells were used in various mass ba lancing equations and groundwater modelling applications as 
described in the bulleted list below. The methodologies for the mass balancing equations and 
models are described in Appendix C of the May 2018 Final Report. The results from the mass 
balancing equations and groundwater modelling applications were compared to the Water 
Quality Standards contained in Chapter 93 ofPennsylvania's Title 25 Environmental Protection 
regulations resulting in the fo llowing conclusions: 

• Using mass balance equations, diffuse groundwater discharges from the Lube 
Plant Riverfront Area to the Delaware Ri ver do not represent a risk to surface 
water conditions in the river. 

• Using PADEP's PENTOXSD surface water model, diffuse groundwater 
discharges from the Facility property to the M arcus Hook Creek do not represent 
a risk to that creek. 

• Using PADEP 's SWLOAD and PENTOXSD fate and transport models, 
discharges from the Facil ity property to the Stoney Creek do not represent a risk 
to that creek. 

• Using mass balance equations, the combined diffuse groundwater discharges from 
the Fac ility property to the Marcus Hook and Stoney Creeks do not represent a 
risk to the Delaware River (the ultimate receptor for Faci lity-related diffuse 
groundwater discharges) as the creeks empty into the river. 

• Using mass balance equations, the cumulative groundwater discharge from the 
entire Facility to the Delaware River (including the Site riverfront discharge for 
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both the Lube Plant Area and South Tank Fam, Area, as well as the discharge 
from the two creeks) does not represent a risk to the Delaware River. 

3.1.1 Former Sinclair Acid Plant Groundwater 

The Former Sinclair Acid Plant is approximately 6 acres in size and is located north of 
the railroad tracks that separ-ate it from the central portion of the Lube Plant Area (see Figure 2). 
The Fonner Sincla ir Acid Plant received spent sul furing acid from the refinery, where it was 
processed and regenerated unt il operations were discontinued in the 1950s. Shortly after the 
Former Sinc lair Acid Plant was shut down, all infrastructure was razed. The 6-acre parcel has 
since remained unused and is currently vegetated. Access to the parcel is limited by the 
surrounding railroad tracks and Marcus Hook Creek to the east. No SWMUs or AOCs were 
ever identified by EPA on the Fornier Sinclair Acid Plant parcel. 

In 2005, ConocoPhillips (COP) conducted an assessment of the Fornier Sincla ir Acid 
Plant, which included the collection and analyses of 30 grab groundwater samples collected from 
30 locations. The analytical results are available in the 2006 Site Characterization Summary 
Report which is included in the AR for the Facility. Petroleum-related and chlorinated organic 
compounds were observed in the groundwater. The chlorinated compounds are attributed to the 
upgradient East Tenth Street Superfund Site where similar contamination is known to be present. 
The area l extent of petroleum and chlorinated contaminant impacts to groundwater is limited 
based on sampling results from downgradient monitoring wells located within the fonner Lube 
Plant. None of the Facility-related contamination is suspected of impacting the Marcus Hook 
Creek or the Delaware River above Pennsylvania' s Title 25, Chapter 93 surface water criteria. 

Institutional controls have been implemented through a June 30, 2017 environmental 
covenant which restricts groundwater use and residential development of the Facility property, 
including the Former Sinclair Acid Plant parcel. 

3.1.2 Light Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids 

BP submitted a Light Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (LNAPL) Risk Assessment Report to 
PADEP and EPA in December 2014. Seven petroleum-related types of LNAPL have been 
identified beneath the Facility property. LNAPL has been observed in the Lube Plant Area, the 
Gas Blending Area, the Process Area, the Northern Tank Fann and the South Tank Farm. 
LNAPL has historically been observed in wells located in the Wastewater Treatment Facility 
Area. While the presence ofLNAPL appears to be relatively local ized, a larger plume of 
LNAPL exists beneath the Lube Plant Area (LPA). BP implemented interim measures to 
eliminate the occasional appearance of LNAPL inside the basement of the warehouse building in 
the LPA (see Section 4.3 - Elimination of Potentia l Direct Contact Soil Exposure). 

LNAPL thickness has generally remained stable or decreased over time and monitoring 
wells/piezometers exhibiting measurable LNAPL are delineated by non-LNAPL bearing wells 
and piezometers. BP conducted LNAPL baildown testing in 2012 and 2013 to demonstrate that 
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LNAPL beneath the Facility property is stable and/or decreasing. The results of the baildown 
testing indicated that LNAPL transrnissivity values were low enough to indicate the plumes were 
stable. The LNAPL Risk Assessment Report further demonstrated that LNAPL presented no 
potential adverse impact to surface water conditions. 

3.2 Former Lube Plant Area 

The Former Lube Plant Area (LPA) occupies 67 acres in the southwestern portion of the 
Facility property and is separated from the majority of the Facility property by Marcus Hook 
Creek. For the purposes of environmenta l investigation, the LPA has been further subdivided 
into the Former Processing Area, the West Tank Fann and the Heavy Fuels Area. 

The Former Processing Area contains one large structure that houses the former 
Lubrication Storage Building, the Compound Packaging Plant and the Warehouse. While the 
LPA was historically used for lube oil manufacturing, it is periodically used for material storage. 
One 25,000-barrel aboveground storage tank (AST), last known to store heavy fuel oil, remains 
in the Former Processing Area. The West Tank Farm consists ofseven 150,000-barrel ASTs 
located in bermed areas and have been used for crude oil storage. At one time, there were 
suspected leaded tank bottoms (wastes generated from cleaning out leaded gasoline tanks) 
placement areas in the West Tank Farm. The Heavy Fuels Area is comprised of t\vo 140,000-
barrel ASTs, one 93,000-barrel AST, and several other smaller ASTs (containing less than 
27,000 barrels). These ASTs have historically contained crude o il, heavy heating fuel and lube 
oil. Other than the ASTs, surface cover in the Heavy Fuels Area is primarily comprised of 
pavement with some gravel areas. 

In 2004, a tar-like substance was observed seeping through the aspha lt cover of the 
parking lot near the Marine Terminal Gate within the Heavy Fuels Area in the southwest corner 
of the LPA. Also, in 2004, several 55-gallon drum carcasses were discovered during installation 
of subsurface utilities near the Marine Terminal Gate entrance to the refinery. Ensuing 
investigations identified a tar-like substance present in the upper portion of the fi ll material, 
immediately below a 1-2 foot layer offine grained soil. Any drums and miscellaneous debris 
encountered were shipped off-site for disposal. In 2005, a geophysical investigation was 
conducted in the parking lot to determine the extent of the debris and drum material. Fourteen 
test pits were installed as a result of the geophysical investigation. Drums or parts of drums were 
identified in two of the pits and were shipped off-site for disposal. Drum debris and the tar-like 
substance were not observed in the remaining 12 test areas. The drum debris and tar were 
determined to be limited to an area that was filled as part of the refinery development between 
1935 and 1948. In April and May 20 I4, 2 1 borings were advanced in the parking lot and 40 soil 
samples were analyzed for all s ite-specific COCs. No COCs were detected above PADEP's Non
Residential Direct Contact MSC in any of the samples. PADEP and EPA therefore determined 
than no further remedial action was required at the parking lot. 
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Aside from the above parking lot area, more than 300 soil samples at various depths were 
historically collected in the remainder of the LPA with analytical results summarized in the 20 11 
Sitewide RlR. No exceedances of PADEP's Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs for 
subsurface soils(> 2 feet depths) were observed in any of the analyzed samples. For surface soil 
samples (0 - 2 feet depths), benzo(a)pyrene (14 milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg)) at one sample 
location (TRN-S-LPA-005), arsenic ( 139 mg/kg) at one sample location (TRN-S-MW97D), and 
lead (1,250 to 39,300 mg/kg) at three sample locations (HA-02-05, TRN-S-LPA00l , and TRN
S-LPA017) were detected in soil above their respective PADEP Non-Residential Direct Contact 
MSCs. 

From November to December 20 13, BP installed soil borings and collected soil samples 
in the immediate vicinities of the five locations described above where Non-Residential Direct 
Contact MSC exceedances occurred. The purpose of this investigation was to delineate the 
extent of the soil contamination in those areas. In four of the five locations, the historical 
analytica l results could not be duplicated and no MSC exceedances were encountered. 
Therefore, PADEP and EPA determined that no further action was required at those locations. 
In 2013, the only location where historical contamination was encountered again was the arsenic 
contamination present in the vicinity of sample no. TRN-S-MW97D. (See Figure 4) A tota l of 
eight borings advanced in this area from November to December 2013 and in Apri l 2014 were 
used to delineate the extent of the arsenic contamination. A description on how this area was 
remediated can be found in Section 4.3 (Elimination of Potential Direct Contact Soil Exposure), 
below. 

3.3 Former Alky Retention Basin Area 

The 2-acre Alky Retention Basin (ARB) Area is located in the north-central portion of 
the Facility property in the vicinity of the Waste Water Treatment Facility Area. The ARB Area 
is comprised of the ARB and the fonner Unnamed Impounding Pond No. 4. The ARB is no 
longer in use and the area has been regraded. 

ln 2002 and 2004, 27 soil samples were collected at various depths from 14 borings 
installed in the ARB Area with analytical results summarized in the 20 11 Sitewide RIR. No 
exceedances ofPADEP's Non-Residential D irect Contact MSCs for subsurface soils were 
observed in any of the analyzed samples. For surface soi l samples, lead at concentrations 
ranging from 1,3 10 to 2,120 mg/kg, at three locations (BH-02-0 I, BH-02-04, and BH-02-02) was 
the on ly contaminant detected above its PADEP Non-Residentia l Direct Contact MSC. In 
November and December 2013, fourteen additional borings were advanced in the area of the lead 
MSC exceedances to de lineate the extent of the lead contamination. A description on how the 
ARB Area was remediated can be found in Section 4.3 (El imination of Potential Direct Contact 
Soi l Exposure), below. 
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3.4 Gas Blending Area 

The 13-acre Gas Blending Area is located in the south-central portion of the Faci lity 
property on the other side of the railroad right ofway across from the Waste Water Treatment 
Facility Area. This area contains 12 ASTs and several process units. Surface cover in the Gas 
Blending Area is a mix of pavement and gravel areas. 

In 2002, more than 70 soil samples were collected at various depths from 33 locations in 
the Gas Blending Area with analytical results summarized in the 201 1 Sitewide RIR. The only 
MSC exceedance observed ,:vas for benzene (354 mg/kg) in a subsurface soil sample (BH-02-
32). To further delineate the benzene contamination, a confirmatory soil boring was installed at 
the same location in November 2013. A sample collected from the same depth as the 2002 
sample conta ined benzene at 34 mg/kg, well below the MSC of 330 mg/kg for nonresidential 
subsurface soils. Since the earlier exceedance could not be duplicated, PADEP and EPA 
determined than no further action was required at the Gas Blending Area. 

3.5 Waste Water Treatment Facility (WWTF) Area 

The 24-acre WWTF is located in the north central portion of the Facility property along 
Marcus Hook_ Creek. In addition to the waste water treatment plant, this area includes 49 ASTs, a 
closed former impoundment pond, and several process buildings. The waste water treatment 
plant has historically treated oily waste water associated with plant operations. Most of the AS Ts 
in this area are associated with the waste water treatment process. 

In 2002 and 2004, 79 soil samples were collected at various depths from 46 locations in 
the WWTF Area with analytical resu lts summarized in the 201 1 Sitewide RIR. No exceedances 
of any ofPADEP's Non-Residential Soil Direct Contact MSCs were detected in any of the 
samples analyzed. Therefore, no remedial action is required for soi ls in the WWTF Area. 

3.6 South Tank Farm Area 

The 60-acre South Tank Fann encompasses the majority of the eastern portion of the 
Facility property and is bordered to the south by the open Dredge Spoil Area and the Delaware 
River. The Dredge Spoi l Area is a bulkheaded open/unmanaged emergent wetland area where 
dredge spoi ls were historically deposited. Twenty-eight ASTs used to store crude, gasoline, fuel 
oil, jet fuel, base stock and refom1ate are located within the South Tank Farm. 

From 1998 through 2004, more than 150 soiI samples were collected at various depths 
from approximately I00 locations in the South Tank Farm Area with analytical results 
summarized in the 20 I I Sitewide RIR. No exceedances ofPADEP's Non-Residential Direct 
Contact MSCs for subsurface soils were observed in any of the analyzed samples. For surface 
soil samples, total xylenes (2,400,000 mg/kg) at one sample location (03- 155-04), arsenic (199 
mg/kg) at one sample location (HA-02- I 0), and lead (2 ,190 mg/kg) at one sample location (03-
153-06) were detected above their respective PADEP Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs. 
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Additional soil sampling was conducted at the three above sample locations subsequent 
to the 2011 Sitewide RIR to further delineate the extent ofcontamination. In November and 
December 20 I 3, five soil samples collected from four borings in the vicinity ofsample location 
03-155-04 did not contain total xylenes at concentrations above PADEPs Non-Residential Direct 
Contact MSCs. One confirmatory soi l sample collected from a boring at sample location HA-
02- l 0 in April 2014 did not contain arsenic above its MSC. Since the earlier exceedances could 
not be duplicated at these two locations, PADEP and EPA determined than no further remedial 
action was required in the immediate vicinity ofsample locations 03- 155-04 and HA-02-10. 

In December 2013, five borings were advanced in the Tank 153 area where soi l sample 
No. 03-153-06 had previously exhibited an elevated lead concentration. A total of six soil 
samples from the five soil borings were analyzed for lead, enabling the delineation of the area 
impacted by the lead contamination. A description of Tank 153 area and how this area was 
remediated can be found below in Section 4.3 (Elimination ofPotential D irect Contact Soil 
Exposure). 

3.7 North Tank Farm Area 

The 26-acre North Tank Fann Area is in the northern portion of the Facility property and 
contains administrative buildings, refinery parking lots and entrances, and forty ASTs ofvarious 
sizes. Suspected leaded tank bottoms placement areas were believed to be located in the North 
Tank Farm Area. 

From 1996 through 2004, more than 150 soil samples were collected at various depths 
from approximately 100 locations in the North Tank Farm Area with analytical results 
summarized in the 201 l Sitewide RIR. During a soil sampling event in 2004, the Facility 
collected subsurface samples, one ofwhich (04-MPK-08) contained benzene (5,800 mg/kg), 
ethylbenzene (66,000 mg/kg) and total xylenes (140,000 mg/kg) above PADEP's Non
Residential Direct Contact MSCs for subsurface soils. During that same year, surface soi l 
sample numbers MHTK113A and 04-PMP-0 I SS contained benzene (360 mg/kg) and 
benzo(a)pyrene (25 mg/kg), respectively, above PADEP's Non-Residential Di rect Contact MSCs 
for soils 0-2 feet in depth. The 2004 soil sampling event determined that the nature and extent of 
subsurface benzene, ethylbenzene and total xylene contamination was limited to an 
approximately 15,000 square feet area w ithin the North Tank Farm. A description of how this 
area was remediated can be found below in Section 4.3 (Elimination of Potential Direct Contact 
Soil Exposure). 

In November and December 2013, the Facility conducted additional soil sampling at the 
two surface soil sample locations (MHTK 113A and 04-PMP-0l SS) to further delineate the 
extent of benzene and benzo(a)pyrene contamination. Two soi l samples collected from a single 
boring installed at the 2004 sample location MHTK11 3A did not contain benzene above 
PADEPs Non-Residential Direct Contact MSC. None of the four soil samples collected from 
four borings in the vicinity of sample no. 04-PMP-0l SS contained benzo(a)pyrene above its 
MSC. Since the 2004 exceedances were not present in the 2013 soil sampling event, PADEP 
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and EPA determined no further action was required at these two areas. 

3.8 Process Area 

The 80-acre Process Area occupies the majority of the northern portion of the Facility 
property and is located between the North Tank Fann and the rail road right ofway. The Process 
Area contains 97 ASTs of various s izes along with cooling towers, boiler water, process area 
vessels and other process units. Surface cover in this area is also comprised of pavement with 
some gravel areas. 

From 2002 through 2004, more than 220 soil samples were collected at various depths 
from approximately 150 locations throughout the Process Area with analytical results 
summarized in the 2011 .Sitewide RIR. No exceedances of PADEP's Non-Residential Direct 
Contact MSCs for surface soils were observed in any of the analyzed samples. One subsurface 
soil sample (04-ARO-1 2) collected in 2004 at a depth of2.5 - 3.0 feet contained total xylenes 
( 19,000 mg/kg) and ethylbenzene (1 ,900 mg/kg) above PADEP' s Non-Residential D irect 
Contact MSCs for subsurface soils. 

In December 20 I 3, additional soil sampl ing was conducted in the vic inity of soil sample 
(04-ARO-l2) to further delineate the extent of the total xylenes contamination. Five soil 
samples collected from five borings installed in the area were used to delineate the total xylenes 
contamination. The additiona l sampling confin11ed that surface soils in the vicinity of soil 
sample 04-ARO-12 did not contain any COCs at concentrations above PADEP's Non
Residential Direct Contact MSCs for surface soils. Therefore, the existing surficial two feet of 
soil provides a suffic ient barrier buffer to the observed subsurface contamination, eliminating the 
direct contact pathway. 

PADEP expressed concerns to the Facility that the total xylenes and ethyl benzene 
subsurface soil concentrations could pose an inhalation risk to an outdoor worker in the 
immediate vicinity of sample location 04-ARO-l 2. To satisfy this concern, BP collected an a ir 
sample at this location in February 20 17. The six VOCs detected were each more than 10 times 
lower than the Occupational Exposure Criteria fo r operational portions of the refinery. Based on 
the above, no remedia l action is required for soils in the Process Area. 

3.9 Surface Water and Ecological Areas 

Four areas at the Facility, specifically Marcus Hook Creek, Stony Creek, the Delaware 
River and the Dredge Spoi ls Area which is the open area behind the river bulkhead between the 
two creeks, were identified as potential ecologica l receptors/habitats in the June 2009 Ecological 
Evaluation Report. Marcus Hook Creek and Stony Creek are tidal tributaries to the Delaware 
River. The Facility property is bulk-headed along its entire boundary w ith the Delaware River 
and shore line/ riparian habitat is absent. In the Lube Plant Area, refinery infrastructure extends up 
to the river bulkhead. The Dredge Spoils Area consists of unmanaged upland habitat and 
emergent wetlands underlain by dredge spoils. The remainder of the Facility property is occupied 
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by refinery production and storage infrastructure lacking any natural habitat features of 
ecological va lue. 

The banks of Marcus Hook Creek near its confluence with the Delaware River have been 
fort ified with concrete to prevent erosion. During typical refinery operations, more than 95% of 
the flow in Marcus Hook Creek is from permitted discharges from the refinery. Stony Creek is a 
smaller stream that during typical refinery operations primarily conveys heated refinery non
contact cool ing from the Process Area. Stony Creek is channelized for approximately 300 yards 
in a concrete conduit beneath the railroad right-of-way that bisects the Site. Without the 
discharges of the refinery non-contact cooling water to Marcus Hook Creek and Stony Creek, the 
limited natural water flow would provide little or no desirable habitat at the mouths of the creeks 
for spawning or foraging by species of concern, according to the June 2009 Ecological 
Evaluation Report. 

Marcus Hook Creek, Stony Creek and the Delaware River are each in part recharged by 
groundwater discharged from the Facility property. Four quarters of surface water sampling 
occurred in 2007 and 2008, during which sheens were periodically observed in the De laware 
River adjacent to the LPA and in Marcus Hook Creek. Sheens, to a lesser extent, have also been 
observed in Stony Creek; however, these sheens were shown to be naturally occurring and 
biological in nature, and not attributable to refinery activities in the 20 15 Sheen Mitigation Final 
Report. Two areas of petroleum related sheening were identified on the north and south sides of 
the confluence of the Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP) discharge flume and Marcus Hook 
Creek. 

The June 2009 Ecological Evaluation Report found that the sheens observed in the 
Marcus Hook Creek and Delaware River presented the most obvious potential risk to 
environmental receptors. No species or habitats ofconcern were observed on the Facility 
property, with the exception of the degraded emergent wetland in the Dredge Spoils Area. There 
is no complete migration pathway for Facility-related contaminants of potential ecological 
concern (CPECs) to reach the Dredge Spoils Area. The discharge of non-contact cooling water 
to both Markus Hook Creek and Stony Creek along with other historical industrial development 
in the area makes those water bodies unlikely to support species of concern. Due to the highly 
urbanized nature of the region around the Faci lity, the absence ofnatural habitats at the Facility 
property, and the high level of industria l activity in the refinery, risks to unmanaged habitats 
were detennined to be extremely limited. Remedial measures taken to address the petroleum 
sheens in the De laware River and Marcus Hook Creek are described in Sections 4. l and 4.2, 
respectively. 

3.10 Former Sinclair Acid Plant Soils 

In 2005, ConocoPhillips conducted an assessment at the Fonner Sinclair Acid Plant 
parcel, which included the collection and analyses of 30 soil samples at various depths from the 
same locations at which grab groundwater samples were also collected as described in Section 
3. l. l , above. The analytical results are summarized in the 2006 Site Characterization Summary 
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Report. No exceedances of PADEP' s Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs for subsurface soi ls 
were present in any of the analyzed samples. For surface soil samples, lead (1,880 mg/kg) at one 
sample location (05-ACID- l 6) was detected above its PADEP Non-Residential Direct Contact 
MSC. Benzo(a)pyrene was present at a concentration equal to the MSC of 12 mg/kg at this same 
sample location. 

Institutional controls have been implemented through a June 30, 2017 environmental 
covenant which prevent human exposure to the groundwater at the Facility and a lso prevents 
residential development of the refinery property, including the Former Sinclair Acid Plant parcel. 

3.11 Vapor Intrusion Evaluation 

BP evaluated the vapor intrusion (VI) pathway using a 2-phased approach. As described 
in the August 2016 VI Phase I Risk Assessment Report, all existing structures on the Facility 
property, including trailers/portable-modular buildings and sheds/shipping containers were 
assessed against a set ofphysical construction and occupancy criteria for the purpose of 
identifying buildings with the potential for a complete VI pathway. Ofthe 3 12 structures 
identified on the Facil ity property during Phase I, 34 buildings and 15 skirted trailers were 
retained for further evaluation as described in the September 2017 VI Phase ll Risk Assessment 
Report. Of the 49 bui ldings carried forward into the Phase II evaluation, 45 were located within 
refinery operational areas and four were located within non-operational areas. 

Individuals working in the operational areas of the refinery participate in the Facility's 
Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) hazard communication program pursuant 
to OSHA's Hazard Communication Standard (HCS) set forth at 29 CFR 19 l0.1200 and are 
aware of the risks posed by the COCs at the Facility. Additionally, because background sources 
in operational areas of the refinery make attribution of indoor air contaminant concentrations to a 
subsurface (VI-related) source infeasible, any YI related samples collected in those areas were 
compared to OSHA permissible exposure limits (PELs), National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH) recommended exposure limits (RELs) and American Conference of 
Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) threshold limit values (TLVs). In contrast, 
workers in non-operational areas of the refinery do not participate in the OSHA hazard 
communication program. VI-related samples collected in non-operational areas were compared 
to PADEP and EPA non-residential indoor air standards 

In operational areas, COCs detected were present at concentrations more than one order 
ofmagnitude below their applicable OSHA/Industrial exposure criteria. Therefore, mitigation is 
not required for the retained structures that were sampled. Seven contaminants were detected in 
indoor air above P ADEP's non-residential screening va lue and additionally, benzene was 
detected above 1/10th of the P ADEP value. All eight of these contaminants are included in the 
refinery's OSHA hazard communication program with their respective Material Safety Data 
Sheets available to site workers. These contaminants would need to be further evaluated in the 
future ifusage of the property for something other than a refinery occurs. Site workers in 
operational areas are also required to take health and safety training and wear personal protective 
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equipment (PPE) as required. Retained structures with existing engineering controls, such as 
building pressurization systems, were not sampled. These types ofstructures, as well as blast
resistant modules, portable modular structures and skirted trailers will be periodically monitored 
according to the EPA-approved May 20 18 Post Remediation Care Plan (PRCP) to ensure the 
structures remain protective of indoor a ir via the VT pathway. 

Indoor air samples collected in non-operational areas were compared to P ADEP and EPA 
non-residential indoor air standards. No contaminants were detected in non-operational areas 
above EPA's a llowable risk range during two rounds of sampling in 2017. The detection limits 
for one contaminant (1,2-dibromoethane) in air samples from both the Smith Street and Marine 
Terminal Gate entrance security guard buildings (see Figure 2) were greater than its screening 
criteria. As part of the Phase JI Vl evaluation, further risk assessment for this contaminant at the 
above two locations concluded that its presence at the elevated detection limits would be within 
EPA's allowable risk range for indoor air. Based on the above, no mitigation for VI is required 
at any of the buildings in non-operational areas. 

3.2 Environmental Indicators 

Under the Government Perfonnance and Results Act (GPRA), EPA has set national goals 
to address RCRA corrective action faci lities. Under GPRA, EPA evaluates two key 
environmental clean-up indicators for each faci lity: ( 1) Current Human Exposures Under 
Control, and (2) Migration ofContaminated Groundwater Under Control. The Facility met both 
these indicators on September 12, 2000. 

Section 4: Summary ofRemedial Activities Completed 

Remedial measures were taken by BP to address the petroleum sheens observed on the 
Delaware River along the LPA Riverfront Area and along Marcus Hook Creek near the 
discharge point for the refinery 's WWTP. Further remedial measures were taken to address the 
occasional appearance of LNAPL in the LPA warehouse basement and soil COC impacts in 
various portions of the Facility as described throughout Section 3 above. These remedial 
measures are further described below. 

4.1 Petroleum Sheening on Delaware River 

In its March 20 11 Remedial Investigation Report and Cleanup Plan for the LPA 
Riverfront Area, BP proposed the installation ofa sheet pile wall to e liminate petroleum 
sheening on the Delaware River along portions of the 525-foot long wooden relieving platform 
and concrete seawall (low-deck structure) constructed in the 1920s. Between March 20 I I and 
June 2012, a 606-foot long steel sheet pile wall was built that effectively contains sheen between 
the wall and the low-deck structure. The location of the sheet pile wall can be seen on Figure 3. 
The sheet pile wall includes an underflow piping system that allows movement of water between 
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the sheen containment area and the De laware River while preventing the discharge of any 
petroleum sheens to the De laware River. The sheens within the containment area are collected 
with absorbent booms. 

The effectiveness of the sheet pile wall has been verified by BP since construction was 
completed through visual observation and documented in inspection records. No petro leum 
sheening has ever been observed on the Delaware River in the vicinity of the Lube Plant 
Riverfront Area s ince the sheet pile wall was installed. In itia lly, inspections were conducted by 
BP on a weekly basis from June 2012 through December 2016, biweekly through 201 7, and 
monthly through 2018. The PRCP calls for quarterly monitoring thereafter. The PRC P also 
requires maintenance of the sheet pile wall to be performed as needed. 

4.2 Petroleum Sheening on Marcus Hook Creek 

In its January 201 3 C leanup Plan for Sheen Mitigation in Marcus Hook Creek and Stoney 
Creek, BP proposed measures to eliminate the intermittent creek bank petroleum sheening at two 
locations on the north and south sides of the confluence o f the WWTP discharge flume and 
Marcus Hook Creek. The two locations are depicted on Figure 3. No remedial action was 
proposed along Sto ney Creek, as the sheens observed along that water body were determined to 
be naturally occurring, rather than petroleum sheens associated with refinery releases. Area l , 
located on the north s ide of the confluence of the WWTP discharge flume was remediated with a 
55-foot steel sheet-pile wall with flowable fi ll backing. A layer of stone rip-rap was places along 
the exterior toe of the sheet pile to protect the stream bank soils from potential scouring or 
erosion. Area 2, located on the south s ide of the confluence o f the WWTP discharge flume was 
remediated by debris removal, the application of a bentonite cap, and protection/stabili zation 
with rip-rap/armor stone. Construction of both remedial measures occurred between August and 
September 201 3. 

The effectiveness o f the two Marcus Hook Creek remedies has been verified through 
visual inspection by BP s ince construction was completed. No petroleum sheening has been 
observed at the confluence of the WWTP discharge flume and Marcus Hook Creek since the 
remedial measures were constructed. Post remedia l inspections were conducted on a monthly 
basis through December 201 7. The PRCP requires semi-annual monitoring thereafter. Any 
deficiencies noted during future inspections will be addressed pursuant to the PRC P. 

4.3 Elimination ofPotential Direct Contact Soil Exposure 

BP's November 201 6 Act 2 C leanup Plan - Potential Direct Exposure to Soil, addresses 
the soil COC impacts in the various portions of the Facility property described in Section 3 
above, as we ll as one area where LNAPL was intermittently observed in the LPA warehouse 
building basement during e levated groundwater conditions. Potential direct contact exposure to 
these areas will be eliminated by installing surface cover engineering controls in conjunction 
with associated institutional controls. The surface cover engineering contro ls wi ll provide a 
physical barrier to prevent direct contact exposure to the soils, provide a visua l demarcation of 
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surface cover from underlying soils, and prevent the movement of soils vertically through the 
surface cover barrier layer. (See Figure 4.) Inspection and maintenance requirements can be 
found in the PRCP. Below is a brief description of the remediation completed between 
September and November 2017: 

• LPA, location TRN-S-MW97D: The area contaminated by elevated arsenic 
concentrations was approximately 2,200 sq. ft. This area was covered with a geotexti le 
filter fabric and six (6) inches of aggregate to prevent direct contact exposure to the soils, 

• Former Alky Retention Basin, locations BH-02-01 , BH-02-04, and BH-02-02: The area 
impacted by elevated lead concentrations was approximately 18,000 sq. ft. 
Improvements such as the parking lot and storm water detention basin installed by 
Monroe Energy in a portion of the remediation area were incorporated into the remeciy. 
A 30-mil polyethylene geomembrane covered with combinations ofsoil , aggregate and 
gravel pavement was installed over the remaining area. 

• South Tank Farm, Tank 153, location 03-153-06: The area contaminated by elevated lead 
concentrations was approximately 1,250 sq. ft. The remedy of this area consisted of 
placing gravel/rip-rap over the existing course gravel to a minimum thickness of six 
inches. This base course was then covered with a geotextile fabric with a gravel retention 
grid, and then two more inches ofgravel. 

• North Tank Farm parking area, location 04-MPK-08: The area contaminated by elevated 
benzene, ethylbenzene and total xylenes concentrations was approximately 15,000 sq. ft. 
The entire area is located within an existing asphalt paved parking lot. The parking lot 
asphalt pavement plus the two feet ofsoils meeting PADEP's Non-Residential Direct 
Contact MSCs provide a buffer zone for the deeper (approximately IO feet bgs) impacted 
soils. Therefore, no additional remedial action was required in this area. 

• For the LPA warehouse basement, the remedy included emplacement ofapproximately 
14 inches ofa medium-strength cement and sand concrete to raise the basement floor a 
minimum of six inches above historical high-water levels as indicated by staining on the 
basement walls. Prior to pouring the concrete, the sumps were sealed with hydraulic 
cement to prevent recharge of groundwater. 
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Section 5: Corrective Action Objectives 

EPA's CoJTective Action Objectives for the specific environmental media at the Facility are 
the following: 

1. Soils 

EPA has determined that PADEP's Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs are protective 
of human health and the environment for the COCs related to historic refinery operations. 

2. Groundwater 

EPA expects final remedies to return groundwater to its maximum beneficial use 
within a timeframe that is reasonable given the circumstances of the project. For projects 
where aquifers are either currently used for water supply or have the potential to be used 
for water supply, EPA will use the National Primary Drinking Water Standard Maximum 
Contaminant Levels (MCLs) promulgated pursuant to Section 42 U.S.C. §§ 300f et seq. 
of the Safe Drinking Water Act and codified at 40 C.F.R. Part 141. As described in 
Section 3.1 , above, the groundwater beneath the Facility is not suitable as a drinking 
water source. Therefore, EPA is proposing groundwater cleanup levels based on the 
groundwater recharge to the su1Tounding surface water bodies. 

Through a combination ofsampling, modelling and mass balancing equations, BP has 
demonstrated that diffuse groundwater discharges to Marcus Hook Creek, Stony Creek and the 
Delaware River, as well as the cumulative discharge from the creeks and groundwater to the 
river, will not result in exceedances of any ofPADEP's surface water criteria in those water 
bodies currently or in the future. EPA's Corrective Action Objective is to ensure that 
groundwater discharges from the Facility to its smTounding water bodies do not impact water 
quality above PADEP's surface water criteria. 

Section 6: Proposed Remedy 

The proposed remedy includes a combination of institutional controls (I Cs) and 
engineering controls (ECs). ECs include a variety of physical devices, barriers, and management 
practices that contain, reduce the source of, or prevent exposure to contamination. lCs are 
generally non-engineered mechanisms such as administrative and/or legal controls that minimize 
the potential for human exposure to contamination and/or protect the integrity of a remedy. 

Under this proposed remedy, some contaminants remain in the soil and groundwater at 
the Facility above levels appropriate for residential uses. Also, at a few locations as described 
above, contaminants above PADEP's direct contact non-residential MSCs remain in soils below 
engineered barriers. Because some contaminants remain in the soi l and groundwater at the 
Facility above levels appropriate for residential use, EPA's proposed remedy requires the 
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compliance with and ma intenance of soil and groundwater use restrictions, as well as the 
compliance with and maintenance of any engineering controls. 

EPA proposes to implement the land and groundwater restrictions necessary to prevent 
human exposure to contaminants at the Facility through institutional controls established through 
environmental covenants pursuant to the Pennsylvania Unifonn Environmental Covenants Act, 
27 Pa.C.S. §§ 6501-6517. 

An environmental covenant requiring the maintenance of the ECs associated with surface 
water petroleum sheen prevention remediation, soil direct contact prevention and protection of 
vapor intrusion pathway related indoor was filed in the land records for the Facility property on 
March 13, 20 19. A June 30, 2017 environmental covenant filed by Monroe Energy implemented 
Facility-wide restrictions on groundwater usage except for wells used for groundwater 
monitoring or remediation. The June 30, 2017 environmental covenant also requ ires the entire 
Facility property to be used only for non-residential purposes. 

The PRCP requires the operation, inspection, monitoring and maintenance of the passive 
remedies installed to mitigate sheening on the Delaware River and Marcus Hook Creek. The 
PCRP also ensures that the surface cover engineering controls continue to e liminate d irect 
contact exposure to e levated soil COCs by requ iring the inspection and maintenance of those 
cover systems. Also, the PCRP includes reporting, non-attainment notification and management 
ofchange requirements. Land use restrictions described in the existing environmental covenant 
for various media are described below. 

1. Soils 

BP has met PADEP's Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs throughout the Faci lity 
property, except for the five areas described in Section 4.3, above, where surface cover 
engineering controls have been implemented to prevent d irect contact exposure to remaining 
contamination and the one soi l sample location in the Former Sinc la ir Acid Plant. 

For all Facility soils, EPA's proposed remedy requires that excavation activities be 
managed pursuant to the PADEP-approved December 14, 2017 Soi l Characterization and Onsite 
Soil Reuse Plan. With respect to the five areas described in Section 4.3, above, EPA's proposed 
remedy also requires that inspection, mon itoring and maintenance of the installed surface cover 
engineering controls be conducted in accordance with the PRCP. 

BP will eliminate potential direct soil exposure in the Former Acid Plant area by 
installing surface cover engineering controls in conjunction with institutional controls. The lead 
and benzo(a)pyrene contamination observed in 2005 at surface soil sample location 05-ACID- l 6 
will be fu lly delineated through additional soi l sampling to be approved by EPA. Once fu lly 
delineated, any soils containing exceedances of PADEP's non-residential direct contact MSCs 
will be covered with an eng ineered cap to prevent direct contact exposures. EPA's proposed 
remedy requires modification of the existing PCRP to inc lude the inspection, maintenance and 
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reporting requirements associated with the engineered cover system. EPA's proposed remedy 
will also require modification of the March 20 19 environmental covenant to include the land use 
restrictions for this area. 

2. Groundwater 

Monitoring and modelling ofgroundwater conditions at the Facility have shown that 
contamination in groundwater is not increasing and contaminant concentrations are 
predominantly declining over time. Therefore, the proposed remedy for groundwater requires 
continued adherence to the to the groundwater use restrictions contained in the June 30, 2017 
environmental covenant, as wel l as visual inspection, monitoring and maintenance of the 
engineering controls surface covers that were insta lled to prevent petroleum o il sheening on the 
Marcus Hook Creek and Delaware River and ensure continuing compliance with Pennsylvania 
Code, T itle 25, Chapter 93 surface water criteria. 

3. Vapor Intrusion 

While there is a potential risk to human health from exposure to vapor intrusion into 
occupied build ings at the Facility, air monitoring and risk analysis demonstrated there is no 
unacceptable r isk from exposure to COCs to current or future workers at the Facility if certain 
existing facility engineering and institutional controls remain in place. The proposed remedy for 
VI incl ude: 

• The existing engineering control systems in the build ings designed to operate 
with pressurized systems identified in Table I of the PCRP wi ll be operated, 
inspected and maintained as described in the PRCP. Changes to the 
occupancy status or engineering controls for these bui ldings will require re
evaluation of the vapor intrusion pathway at those locations. 

• Application of OSHA/Industrial exposure criteria to indoor workers in 
operational areas of the Facility property. 

• Adherence to the record keeping requirements set forth in the PRCP for the 
existing buildings subject to the V I program 

• Compliance with PRCP provisions to address future potential structure 
construction and future potential changes to the location, physical 
characteristics or occupancy ofstructures. 
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Section 7: Evaluation of Proposed Remedy 

This section provides a description of the criteria EPA used to evaluate the proposed 
remedy consistent with EPA guidance. The criteria are applied in two phases. In the first phase, 
EPA evaluates three decision threshold criteria as general goals. In the second phase, for those 
remedies which meet the threshold criteria, EPA then evaluates seven balancing criteria. 

Threshold 
Criteria 

Evaluation 

I) Protect human EPA's proposed remedy for the Facility protects human health 
health and the and the environment by eliminating, reducing, or controlling 
environment potential unacceptable r isk through the implementation and 

maintenance ofengineering controls and use restrictions. EPA 
is proposing to restrict land use to commercial or industrial 
purposes at the Faci lity. An existing environmental covenant 
which is currently in effect for the entire Faci lity Property 
limits the use of the property to non-residential use on ly and 
prohibits groundwater use. 

Except for soi ls beneath the engineered barriers described in 
Section 4.3 above and the one surface soil sample in the 
Former Sinclair Acid Plant that contained an elevated lead 
concentration, soils at the Facility meet PADEP 's Non-
Residential Direct Contact MSCs, which fa ll within EPA 's 
allowable r isk range for the COCs. The engineered barriers 
have been preventing exposures to soils conta ining COCs 
above MSCs at the five locations described in th is SB since 
they were installed in 2017. Access to the unused Former 
Sinclair Acid Plant is restricted as it is surrounded by railroad 
tracks to the north, west and south, and by Marcus Hook Creek 
to the east. Therefore, no exposure to the lead contamination 
is expected under current use of the parcel. As pa1t of the 
proposed Remedy, BP wi ll fully delineate the extent of the 
lead contamination and conta in it in place beneath a barrier 
system similar to those described in Section 4.3. 

With respect to groundwater, 12 rounds ofsampling from ten 
point ofcomp liance wells a long with groundwater modelling 
and mass ba lance equations have demonstrated that 
groundwater discharges to Marcus Hook Creek, Stoney Creek 
and the Delaware River do not exceed PADEP's surface water 
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. 

2) Achieve media 
cleanup objectives 

criteria. In addition, the Facility and surrounding area are 
provided with potable water from publ ic water supply systems 
that are not impacted by refinery operations. With respect to 
future uses, the proposed remedy requires groundwater use 
restrictions to minimize the potentia l for human exposure to 
contamination and protect the integrity of the remedy. 
Moreover, while COCs rema in in groundwater in interior 
portions of the Facil ity, the ir concentrations will continue to 
decrease through natural biodegradation processes. 

No excessive risk to human health associated with indoor air 
exposures in existing build ings exist provided the Facil ity 
continues to be used as a petroleum refinery with a funct ion ing 
OSHA hazard communications program for its workers. Any 
changes in Facility use, or changes in the use ofbuildings at 
the re finery, will require additional VI evaluation, as discussed 
in the PRCP. The March 201 9 environmental ·covenant 
additionally requires a ll operational areas to include the 
following elements: ( I ) hazard communication, so that 
workers and others who might be exposed to all COCs have 
full knowledge of the chemica ls' presence; (2) appropriate 
health and safety training; and, (3) provision of appropriate 
protective equipment (when needed) to prevent VI exposure. 

EPA's proposed remedy meet the media cleanup objectives 
based on assumptions regarding current and reasonably 
anticipated land and water resource use(s). The remedy 
proposed in this SB is based on the current and future 
anticipated land use at the Facility as commercial or industria l. 
The potential for d irect exposures to soils containing e levated 
contaminant concentrations has been e liminated. 

The proposed remedy does not meet groundwater cleanup 
standards that would allow for the beneficial use of 
groundwater at the Fac ility. However, the groundwater 
beneath the Facility is not suitable as a drinking water source; 
therefore, EPA's objective is to protect the surrounding surface 
water bodies from unacceptable concentrations from COC 
impacts. 

T hrough monitoring, mode ll ing and mass balance equations, 
the Facility has demonstrated that the remaining groundwater 
will not impact the surroundinf! water bodies over t ime. 
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Furthermore, groundwater is not used as a source of potable 
water at the Facility or in the surrounding area. Additionally, 
the engineering controls that have been implemented to 
prevent petroleum sheening on Marcus Hook Creek and the 
Delaware River were successfully installed and are functioning 
as designed. 

3) Remediating the ln all proposed remedies, EPA seeks to eliminate or reduce 
Source of Releases further releases of hazardous wastes and hazardous 

constituents that may pose a threat to human health and the 
environment and the Faci lity met this objective. 

No large sources ofcontaminants remain in Facility soils. 
Engineered surface covers installed in 2017 eliminate the 
direct contact exposure pathway and limit the potential of the 
underlying contamination to impact groundwater in those 
locations. There is currently no risk associated with Facility 
soils as long as land use restrictions remain in place. 

The proposed remedy does not reduce the concentration of 
contaminants in the groundwater; however, contaminant 
concentrations in groundwater are declining through natural 
attenuation. Significantly, groundwater contam ination beneath 
the Facility has been shown to have no significant impact on 
the surrounding water bodies. There are no remaining large, 
discrete sources ofwaste to further impact groundwater 
quality. Groundwater is not used for potable purposes in the 
vicinity of the Facility. Therefore, EPA has determined that 
this criterion has been met. 

No unacceptable risk to human health associated with indoor 
air exposures in existing buildings exist provided engineering 
and institl._ltional controls remain in place and the Facility 
continues to be used as a petroleum refinery with a functioning 
OSHA hazard communications program for its workers. Any 
changes in Facility use, or changes in the use of buildings at 
the refinery, will require additional VI evaluation. 
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Balancing Evaluation 
Criteria 
4) Long-term The PRCP contains the inspection, maintenance and record 
effectiveness keeping requirements designed to ensure that the petroleum 

sheening prevention and direct contact remedies, as well as the 
vapor intrusion restrictions in place remain protective of 
human health and the environment over time. The land use 
restrictions in the environmental covenant requiring non-
residential use of the Facility property and prohibiting 
g roundwater usage also ensure that potential future human 
exposures are minimized/controlled. 

5) Reduction of The reduction of toxicity, mobi lity and volume of hazardous 
toxic ity, mobility, or constituents will continue by attenuation at the Facility. 
volume of the Reduction has a lready been achieved, as demonstrated by the 
Hazardous data from the groundwater monitoring. In addition, periodic 
Constituents inspections wi ll be performed to ensure the petroleum 

sheening remedies on the Marcus Hook Creek and Delaware 
River are operating as designed. 

6) Short-term EPA's proposed remedy does not involve any activities, such 
effectiveness as construction or excavation that wou ld pose short-term risks 

to workers, residents, and/or the environment. The land and 
groundwater use restrictions pursuant to the 2017 
environmental covenant, maintenance of the engineered 
surface cover remedies, petroleum sheening remedies, as well 
as the vapor intrusion related use restrictions pursuant to the 
2019 environmental covenant are already in place. 

7) Implementability EPA's proposed remedy is readily implementable. The land 
and groundwater use restrictions are already in p lace pursuant 
to the 2017 and 20 19 environmental covenants as well as the 
installation of engineering controls associated with the surface 
covers and petroleum sheening monitoring. 

8) Cost EPA's proposed remedy is cost effective.- The costs associated 
with this proposed remedy have already been incurred and the 
remaining costs associated with inspection and maintenance of 
the installed remedies are minimal. 

9) Community EPA will evaluate community acceptance of the proposed
Acceptance remedy during the public comment period, and it wi ll be 

described in the Final Decision and Response to Comments. 
I0) State/Support EPA w il l evaluate PADEP's acceptance of the proposed 
Agency Acceptance remedy during the public comment period, and it will be 

described in the Final Decision and Response to Comments. 
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Section 8: Financial Assurance 

EPA has evaluated whether financial assurance for corrective action is necessary to 
implement EPA's proposed remedy at the Facility. BP has estimated the cost of routine 
maintenance, inspections and annual report generation as required by the PRCP to be 
approximately $30,000 per year. While BP will be implementing the PRCP requirements, the 
current refinery owner is responsible for maintaining some of the existing refinery institutional 
controls (e.g. OSHA compl iant occupational controls) and engineering controls (e.g. bui lding 
pressurization to prevent vapor intrusion) upon which the proposed remedy rel ies. 

EPA's proposed remedy does not require any further eng ineering actions to remediate 
soi l, groundwater or indoor air contamination at this time. Given that the costs of implementing 
institutional controls and maintaining engineering controls at the Facility wi ll be minimal, EPA 
is proposing that no financia l assurance be required. 
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Section 9: Public Participation 

Interested persons are invited to comment on EPA's proposed remedy. The public 
comment period will last thirty (30) calendar days from the date that notice is published in a 
loca l newspaper. Comments may be submitted by mail, fax, or electronic mail to Mr. Andrew 
Clibanoffat the contact infonnation listed below. 

A public meeting will be held upon request. Requests for a public meeting should be 
submitted to Mr. Andrew Clibanoff in writing at the contact information listed below. A 
meeting wi ll not be scheduled unless one is requested. 

The Administrative Record contains all the information considered by EPA for the 
proposed remedy at this Facility. The Administrative Record is available at the following 
location: 

U.S. EPA Region III 
1650 Arch Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19 103 
Contact: Mr. Andrew C libanoff (3LC20) 

Phone: (2 15) 8 14-3391 
Fax: (215) 8 14- 31 13 

Ema il: clibanoff.andrew@epa.gov 

Attachments: 
Figure 1: Site Location Map 
Figure 2: Site Plan 
Figure 3: Petroleum Sheening Mitigation Areas 
Figure 4: Direct Contact Exposure Mitigation Areas 

Date: 

John~ 
Land, Chemicals and Redevelopment Division 
US EPA, Region III 
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Section 10: Index to Administrative Record 

OSHA Air Standards 29 CFR 1910 (Subpart Z) (2019). 

OSHA Hazard Communication Standards, 29 CFR 1910.1200(20 19). 

Environmental Covenant, prepared by Monroe Energy, LLC, for 410 I Post Road Property, 
Trainer, PA, signed by Jeffrey Warmann, Monroe Energy, LLC and Ragesh Patel, PADEP, filed 
at Delaware County Recorder of Deeds, March 13, 2019. 

CotTespondence from Ragesh Patel, Regiona l Manager, Environmenta l Cleanup and 
Brownfjelds, PADEP to Sasa Jazic, Remediation Management Services Company, Site-Specific 
Standard Final Report Approval, August 3, 2018. 

Final Report, Sitewide Soil, Groundwater and Surface Water, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, 
Trainer, Pennsylvania, Prepared-by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Remediation Management 
Services Company (BP), May 2018. 

Post-Remediation Care Plan, Sitewide Soi l, Groundwater and Surface Water, BP Former Marcus 
Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, Prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Remediation 
Management Services Company (BP), May 2018. 

Correspondence from Ragesh Patel, Regional Manager, Environmental Cleanup and 
Brownfields, PADEP to Sasa Jazic, Remediation Management Services Company, Approval of 
BP's September 2017 VI Phase Tl Risk Assessment Report & Cleanup Plan, December 22, 2017. 

Soi l Characterization and Onsite Soil Reuse Plan for Monroe Energy, LLC Trainer Refinery, 
prepared by Monroe Energy, December 14, 2017. 

Vapor Intrusion Phase II Risk Assessment Report & Cleanup Plan, BP Former 
Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for 
Atlantic Richfield Company (BP), September 20 17. 

Correspondence from Matthew Torell, P.E., Environmental Lead, Monroe Energy, to C. David 
Brown, P ADEP, Monroe Energy Trainer Refinery Environmental Covenant, August 4, 2017. 

Correspondence from Sachin Shankar, P.E., Assistant Regional Director, PADEP, to Sasa Jazic, 
Remediation Management Services Company, Approval ofBP's November 2016 Act 2 Cleanup 
Plan - Potential Direct Contact Exposure to Soil, April 7, 2017. 

Correspondence from Sasa Jazic, Project Manager, Remediation Management Services 
Company, to C. David Brown, PADEP, Response to PADEP Letter ofTechnical Deficiency 
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dated February 27, 2017 regarding BP's November 2016 Act 2 Cleanup Plan - Potential Direct 
Contact Exposure to Soil , March 24, 2017. 

Correspondence from Sasa Jazic, Project Manager, Remediation Management Services 
Company, to C. David Brown, PADEP, Response to PADEP Comments on BP's November 
20 16 Act 2 Cleanup Plan - Potential Direct Contact Exposure to Soil, February 17, 2017. 

Cleanup Plan, Potential Direct Contact Exposure to Soi l, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, 
Trainer, Pennsylvania, Prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Remediation Management 
Services Company (BP), November 2016. 

Vapor Intrusion Phase I Risk Assessment Report & Workplan, BP Former Marcus Hook 
Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Atlantic Richfield 
Company (BP), August 2016. 

Correspondence from Andrew Clibanoff, RCRA Project Manager, EPA, to Sasa Jazic, Project 
Manager, Remediation Management Services Company, RCRA SMWU #40-Oily Water Sewer 
Response to No Further Corrective Action Request, June 17, 2016 

Correspondence from Sasa Jazic, Project Manager, Remediation Management Services . 
Company, to Andrew Clibanoff, RCRA Project Manager, EPA, RCRA SMWU #40 - No Further 
Corrective Action Request, May 20, 2016. 

Status Report, Vapor Intrusion Evaluation, Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, 
Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Remediation Management Services 
Company (BP), Apri l 2016. 

Correspondence from Stephan Sinding, Regional Manager, PADEP, to Sasa Jazic, Atlantic 
Richfield Company, Approval ofFinal Report - Sheen Mitigation, Marcus Hook Creek, BP 
Former Marcus Hook Refinery, February 11, 2016. 

Final Report - Lube Plant Riverfront Area, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, 
Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Remediation Management Services 
Company (BP), December 2015. 

Fina l Report - Sheen Mitigation, Marcus Hook Creek, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, 
Trainer, Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Remediation Management 
Services Company (BP), November 2015. 

Correspondence from Stephan Sinding, Regional Manager, PADEP, to Sasa Jazic, Atlantic 
Richfield Company, Approval of Risk Assessment Report for Sitewide LNAPL, BP Fonner 
Marcus Hook Refinery, March 12, 2015. 
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LNAPL Risk Assessment Report, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, 
prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Atlantic Richfield Company, December 20 14. 

Correspondence from Paul Gotthold, Chief, PA Operations Branch, EPA, to Sasa Jazic, Project 
Manager, Atlantic Richfield Company, Summary of Suspected Leaded Tank Bottoms 
Investigation Solid Waste Management Unit 88, February 13, 20 13. 

C leanup Plan, Sheen Mitigation, Marcus Hook Creek and Stoney Creek, BP Former Marcus 
Hook Refinery, prepared by Sovereign Consulting lnc. for Atlantic Richfield Company 
(BP), January 20 I 3. 

Correspondence from Kevin Wheeler, Senior Hydrogeologist, Sovereign Consulting, Inc. to Paul 
Gotthold, Branch Chief, PA Operations, EPA, Summary of Suspected Leaded Tank Bottoms 
Investigation Solid Waste Management Unit 88, October 24, 2012. 

Sitewide Remedial Investigation Report, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, 
Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Atlantic Richfield Company (BP), 
November 2011. 

Remedial Investigation Report and Cleanup Plan, Lube Plant Riverfront Area, BP Former 
Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for 
Atlantic Richfield Company (BP), March 20 11 . 

Ecological Evaluation Report, ConocoPhillips Trainer Refinery (Formerly BP Marcus Hook 
Refinery), Trainer, Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc . for Atlantic Richfield 
Company (BP), June 30, 2009. 

Site Characterization Summary Report (1996 through 2005), ConocoPhi llips Trainer Refinery 
(Former BP Trainer Refinery), prepared by Sovere ign Consulting Inc. for Atlantic Richfield 
Company (BP), May 2006. 

Site Wide Approach Workplan, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Marcus Hook, 
Pennsylvania, prepared by BP Amoco (BP) and Langan Engineering and Environmental 
Services, October 2000. 

Solid Waste Management Unit and Area ofConcern Final Cleanup Status Report, Former 
Marcus Hook Refinery, prepared by BP Exploration and Oil Company, September 11 , 1998. 

Phase II RCRA Facility Assessment of the British Petroleum Oil Company, Trainer Borough, 
PA, prepared by A.T. Kearney, Inc. for U.S. EPA Region 3, December 199 1. 
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	Section 1: Introduction 
	The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has prepared this Statement ofBasis (SB) to solicit public comment on its proposed remedy for the Former BP Oil, Inc. Marcus Hook Refinery located in Trainer, Pennsylvania (hereinafter referred to as the Facility). EPA's proposed remedy for the Facility consists ofthe following components: 1) maintenance of engineering controls to prevent petroleum sheening on Marcus Hook Creek and the Delaware River, 2) maintenance ofsurface cover to prevent direct co
	The Facility is subject to EPA's Corrective Action program under the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended, commonly referred to as the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 690 I et seq. The Corrective Action program requires that facilities subject to certain provisions ofRCRA investigate and address releases ofhazardous waste and hazardous constituents, usually in the form ofsoiI or groundwater contamination, that have occurred at or from their property. The Commonwealth ofPennsylvan
	In October 2000, the BP Oil Company (BP) submitted a Letter ofCommitment and SiteWide Approach Workplan for the Facility to EPA and the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP). In September 2005, BP enrolled in EPA and PADEP's One Cleanup Program. Under the One Cleanup Program, EPA Region Ill's RCRA Corrective Action Program works with PADEP's Voluntary Cleanup Program under the Pennsylvania Land Recycling and Environmental Remediation Standards Act (Act 2), 35 P. S. §§ 6026. 1016026.90
	-

	EPA is providing a thitty (30) day public comment period on this SB. EPA may modify its proposed remedy based on comments received during this period. EPA will announce its selection ofa final remedy for the Facility in a Final Decision and Response to Comments (Final Decision) after the public comment period has ended. 
	Information on the Corrective Action program as well as a fact sheet for the Facility can be found by . The Administrative Record (AR) for the Facility contains all documents, including data and quality assurance information, on which EPA's proposed remedy is based. See Section 9, Public Participation, below, for information on how the AR may be reviewed. 
	navigating http://v-.rww.epa.gov/reg3wcmd/correctiveaction.htm
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	Section 2: Facility Background 
	Section 2: Facility Background 
	2.I Introduction 
	2.I Introduction 
	The Facility is located at 4101 Post Road in Trainer, Pennsylvania. Figure l presents a Site Location Map. The Facility has been operated as a petroleum refinery since the early 1900s and has been owned/operated by several companies including Union Petroleum Company (19001921 ), Sinclair Refining Company ( 1921-1969) the Atlantic Richfield Company ( 1969), BP Oil Company ( 1969-1996), Tosco Corporation (1996-2000), Phillips Petroleum Company (20002003), ConocoPhillips (2004-2012), and Monroe Energy (2012-Pr
	-
	-

	The refinery grew in size from approximately 17 acres located west ofMarcus Hook Creek in the early 1900s to its current configuration ofapproximately 350 acres. The refinery has historically produced gasoline, kerosene, diesel fuel, residual fuel oils, bunker C fuel, aviation fuel, and liquefied petroleum gas and has a current process capacity ofapproximately 200,000 barrels per day. 
	The Facility property is located along the Delaware River about 20 miles south of Philadelphia. The topography across the Facility property is relatively flat and gently slopes towards the River. The Facility property is surrounded by a mixture ofindustrial/commercial properties to the north and west and residential properties to the northwest and southwest. 
	A 1991 EPA-conducted RCRA Facility Assessment (RFA) identified 84 potential Solid Waste Management Unites (SWMUs) and 26 proposed Areas ofConcern (AOCs). These numbers were later modified by the Agency due to reclassifying several SWMUs as AOCs and further documentation showing there was little or no potential for releases from many ofthe SWMUs/AOCs. EPA determined that the number ofSWMUs requiring further evaluation was 24 and the number ofAOCs to be further assessed was 15. 
	In 1998, BP submitted its Solid Waste Management Unit and Area ofConcern Final Cleanup Status Report (I 998 Report) to EPA, in which the 24 SWMUs and 15 AOCs were evaluated. The 1998 Report found that all ofthe AOCs and all but two ofthe SWMUs (No. 40 oily-water sewer system and No. 88 -suspected leaded tank bottom disposal areas) had been addressed. EPA agreed with the findings ofthe 1998 Report and in correspondence to BP dated August 16, 1999 determined that corrective action had been completed at 22 oft
	-
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	2.2 Areas of Investigation 
	2.2 Areas of Investigation 
	Multiple environmental investigations and remedial actions have been completed at the Facility. For site characterization purposes, the Facility was divided into nine Areas of Investigation (AOI) based on historical information, similar processes, location and potential impact on receptors. The nine AOis are presented in the table below and more information about each AOI is described in Section 3 ofthis SB. Figure 2 presents the locations ofthe AO ls at the Facility. 
	No. 
	No. 
	No. 
	AOI 

	l 
	l 
	Sitewide Groundwater 

	2 
	2 
	Lube Plant Area 

	3 
	3 
	Fornier Alkv Retention Basin 

	4 
	4 
	Gas Blending Area 

	5 
	5 
	Wastewater Treatment Facility 

	6 
	6 
	South Tank Farm 

	7 
	7 
	North Tank Farm 

	8 
	8 
	Process Area 

	9 
	9 
	Surface Water & Ecological Areas 






	Section 3: Summary ofEnvironmental Investigations 
	Section 3: Summary ofEnvironmental Investigations 
	For all environmental investigations conducted at the Facility, groundwater concentrations were screened against PADEP's Statewide Health Standards (SHSs), otherwise known as Medium Specific Concentrations (MSCs) for non-residential used aquifers. The MSCs for the COCs in groundwater are equivalent to the federal Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) promulgated pursuant to Section 42 U.S.C. §§ 300f et seq. ofthe Safe Drinking Water Act and codified at 40 CFR Part 141. The MSCs for contaminants with no correspo
	Numerous environmental investigations have been conducted at the Facility, and reports documenting those investigations are included in the Administrative Record for this SB. EPA relied upon the following reports in order to establish its Corrective Action objectives for the Facility: the November 2011 Sitewide Remedial Investigation Report (RIR) and the May 2018 Final Report for Sitewide Soil, Groundwater and Surface Water, both ofwhich are available for review in the AR for the Facility. The following sub
	Statement ofBasis 
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	3.1 Sitewide Groundwater 
	3.1 Sitewide Groundwater 
	The geology beneath the-Facility consists ofanthropogenic fill, unconsolidated silts, sands and gravels, saprolite and competent bedrock ofthe Wissahickon Formation primarily containing gneiss. Groundwater at the Facility is encountered at depths ranging from 0.5 to 15.5 feet below the ground surface (bgs). The most penneable water-bearing aquifers at the Facility occur in the anthropogenic fill in the Lube Plant Area and the sand and gravel facies ofthe basal Cape May Formation and lower terrace deposits. 
	No records ofpotable wells located within 0.5 miles from the edge ofthe Facility property have been identified. The Chester Water Authority, which supplies water to Trainer and Marcus Hook, is unaware ofany potable wells located within those municipalities. One active industrial well was identified 0.13 miles northwest (upgradient) ofthe Facility property. No surface water intakes for drinking water supply exist along the Delaware River within at least 4 miles ofthe Facility property. The refinery utilizes 
	EPA determines that this groundwater aquifer is not a viable source ofgroundwater supply due to both its shallow depth and its location within fill material. In developing this proposed remedy, EPA has based cleanup objectives for groundwater beneath the Facility as recharge to the Delaware River, Marcus Hook Creek, and Stony Creek. 
	More than 150 monitoring wells, piezometers, monitoring points and well points have been installed at the Facility and more than 50 groundwater sampling events have been conducted to address groundwater conditions since BP sold the refinery in 1996. The fol lowing table contains a list ofcontaminants that have been historically detected in groundwater at the Facility at concentrations greater than PADEP's Non-Residential Used Aquifer MSCs. The groundwater data shown in the table below were obtained from the
	Volatile On?:anic Compounds 
	Volatile On?:anic Compounds 
	Volatile On?:anic Compounds 

	Contaminant 
	Contaminant 
	PADEP Non-
	Maximum Historic 
	Sample Location 

	TR
	Res. MSC 
	Detected 

	TR
	(µg/1) 
	Concentration 

	TR
	(ug/1) 

	Benzene 
	Benzene 
	5 
	24000 
	MW-038 

	Ch lorobenzene 
	Ch lorobenzene 
	100 
	11 10 
	MW-206D 

	Chloroform 
	Chloroform 
	80 
	140 
	MW-146 

	1,2-Dichloroethane 
	1,2-Dichloroethane 
	5 
	260 
	MW-038 

	2-Butanone (MEK) 
	2-Butanone (MEK) 
	4000 
	11000 
	MW-046 

	Ethyl benzene 
	Ethyl benzene 
	700 
	8400 
	MW-144 
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	Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether 
	Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether 
	Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether 
	20 
	16800 
	MW-008 

	Toluene 
	Toluene 
	1000 
	14000 
	MW-078 

	Trichloroethene 
	Trichloroethene 
	5 
	71 
	MW-035 

	Xvlenes 
	Xvlenes 
	10000 
	40700 
	MW-144 

	Semi-Volatile Or 1anic Compounds 
	Semi-Volatile Or 1anic Compounds 

	Contaminant 
	Contaminant 
	PADEP Non-Res. MSC (µg/1) 
	Maximum Historic Detected Concentration (ug/1) 
	Sample Location 

	Anthracene 
	Anthracene 
	66 
	1300 
	MW-146 

	Benzo( a )anthracene 
	Benzo( a )anthracene 
	4.9 
	1300 
	MW-146 

	Benzo(a )nvrene 
	Benzo(a )nvrene 
	0.2 
	830 
	MW-159 

	Benzo(b )fluoranthene 
	Benzo(b )fluoranthene 
	1.2 
	960 
	MW-146 

	Benzo( Q,h,i)oervlene 
	Benzo( Q,h,i)oervlene 
	0.26 
	540 
	MW-159 

	Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 
	Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 
	6 
	2150 
	MW-062 

	Chrysene 
	Chrysene 
	1.9 
	2300 
	MW-146 

	Dibenz( a,h )anthracene 
	Dibenz( a,h )anthracene 
	0.6 
	330 
	MW-159 

	2,4-Dinitrotoluene 
	2,4-Dinitrotoluene 
	l I 
	12 
	MW046-9.5' 

	Fluoranthene 
	Fluoranthene 
	260 
	4300 
	MW-146 

	Fluorene 
	Fluorene 
	1900 
	2000 
	MW-146 

	I ndeno( 1,2,3-cd)ovrene 
	I ndeno( 1,2,3-cd)ovrene 
	2.8 
	170 
	MW-159 

	2-Methylnaphthalene 
	2-Methylnaphthalene 
	470 
	35000 
	MW-146 

	Naphthalene 
	Naphthalene 
	100 
	50000 
	MW-146 

	Phenanthrene 
	Phenanthrene 
	1100 
	5500 
	MW-1 46 

	Pyrene 
	Pyrene 
	130 
	3200 
	MW-146 

	Metals 
	Metals 

	Contaminant 
	Contaminant 
	PADEPNon-Res. MSC (~Lg/I) 
	Maximum Historic Detected Concentration (µg/1) 
	Sample Location 

	Antimony 
	Antimony 
	6 
	31.2 
	MW-023 

	Arsenic 
	Arsenic 
	10 
	660 
	MW-1 09S 

	Beryllium 
	Beryllium 
	4 
	16 
	MW-159 

	Cadmium 
	Cadmium 
	5 
	11.7 
	MW-201S 

	Chromium (Total) 
	Chromium (Total) 
	100 
	94100 
	MW-159 

	Cobalt 
	Cobalt 
	35 
	1040 
	MW-159 

	Lead 
	Lead 
	5 
	480 
	MW-027 

	Nickel 
	Nickel 
	100 
	39900 
	-MW-159 


	Generally, groundwater impacts could not be attributed to a single source at the refinery. Exceedances ofmany ofthe MSCs appear somewhat randomly and there are no known onsite sources contributing to further groundwater degradation. Statistical evaluation ofthe 
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	groundwater contamination in the 22 wells with MSC exceedances was conducted as part ofthe 2011 RIR which concluded that concentrations were stable or decreasing at 17 ofthose locations. A fluctuating trend for petroleum hydrocarbons was exhibited by two interior wells (MW-74 and MW-144) and one well in the riverfront section ofthe Former"Lube Plant Area (MW-121). Increasing trends were noted at two well locations, one interior well in the Former Lube Plant Area (MW-116) and one well in the Gas Blending Are
	-

	Subsequent to the 20I I RlR, BP agreed to conduct an additional 12 rounds of groundwater sampling over three years from a series ofrepresentative point ofcompliance wells (POC) to confirm that diffuse groundwater discharge from beneath the Facility property is not adversely impacting the surrounding surface water bodies. For this supplemental groundwater sampling, ten (JO) representative POC wells were selected from the 52 POC wells in the initial monitoring network with the approval ofPADEP and EPA. The gr
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Using mass balance equations, diffuse groundwater discharges from the Lube Plant Riverfront Area to the Delaware River do not represent a risk to surface water conditions in the river. 

	• 
	• 
	Using PADEP's PENTOXSD surface water model, diffuse groundwater discharges from the Facility property to the Marcus Hook Creek do not represent a risk to that creek. 

	• 
	• 
	Using PADEP's SWLOAD and PENTOXSD fate and transport models, discharges from the Facility property to the Stoney Creek do not represent a risk to that creek. 

	• 
	• 
	Using mass balance equations, the combined diffuse groundwater discharges from the Facility property to the Marcus Hook and Stoney Creeks do not represent a risk to the Delaware River (the ultimate receptor for Facility-related diffuse groundwater discharges) as the creeks empty into the river. 

	• 
	• 
	Using mass balance equations, the cumulative groundwater discharge from the entire Facility to the Delaware River (including the Site riverfront discharge for 
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	both the Lube Plant Area and South Tank Fam, Area, as well as the discharge from the two creeks) does not represent a risk to the Delaware River. 
	3.1.1 Former Sinclair Acid Plant Groundwater 
	3.1.1 Former Sinclair Acid Plant Groundwater 
	The Former Sinclair Acid Plant is approximately 6 acres in size and is located north of the railroad tracks that separ-ate it from the central portion ofthe Lube Plant Area (see Figure 2). The Fonner Sinclair Acid Plant received spent sulfuring acid from the refinery, where it was processed and regenerated until operations were discontinued in the 1950s. Shortly after the Former Sinclair Acid Plant was shut down, all infrastructure was razed. The 6-acre parcel has since remained unused and is currently vege
	In 2005, ConocoPhillips (COP) conducted an assessment ofthe Fornier Sinclair Acid Plant, which included the collection and analyses of30 grab groundwater samples collected from 30 locations. The analytical results are available in the 2006 Site Characterization Summary Report which is included in the AR for the Facility. Petroleum-related and chlorinated organic compounds were observed in the groundwater. The chlorinated compounds are attributed to the upgradient East Tenth Street Superfund Site where simil
	Institutional controls have been implemented through a June 30, 2017 environmental covenant which restricts groundwater use and residential development ofthe Facility property, including the Former Sinclair Acid Plant parcel. 

	3.1.2 Light Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids 
	3.1.2 Light Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids 
	BP submitted a Light Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (LNAPL) Risk Assessment Report to PADEP and EPA in December 2014. Seven petroleum-related types ofLNAPL have been identified beneath the Facility property. LNAPL has been observed in the Lube Plant Area, the Gas Blending Area, the Process Area, the Northern Tank Fann and the South Tank Farm. LNAPL has historically been observed in wells located in the Wastewater Treatment Facility Area. While the presence ofLNAPL appears to be relatively localized, a larger plu
	LNAPL thickness has generally remained stable or decreased over time and monitoring wells/piezometers exhibiting measurable LNAPL are delineated by non-LNAPL bearing wells and piezometers. BP conducted LNAPL baildown testing in 2012 and 2013 to demonstrate that 
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	LNAPL beneath the Facility property is stable and/or decreasing. The results ofthe baildown testing indicated that LNAPL transrnissivity values were low enough to indicate the plumes were stable. The LNAPL Risk Assessment Report further demonstrated that LNAPL presented no potential adverse impact to surface water conditions. 

	3.2 Former Lube Plant Area 
	3.2 Former Lube Plant Area 
	The Former Lube Plant Area (LPA) occupies 67 acres in the southwestern portion ofthe Facility property and is separated from the majority ofthe Facility property by Marcus Hook Creek. For the purposes ofenvironmental investigation, the LPA has been further subdivided into the Former Processing Area, the West Tank Fann and the Heavy Fuels Area. 
	The Former Processing Area contains one large structure that houses the former Lubrication Storage Building, the Compound Packaging Plant and the Warehouse. While the LPA was historically used for lube oil manufacturing, it is periodically used for material storage. One 25,000-barrel aboveground storage tank (AST), last known to store heavy fuel oil, remains in the Former Processing Area. The West Tank Farm consists ofseven 150,000-barrel ASTs located in bermed areas and have been used for crude oil storage
	-

	In 2004, a tar-like substance was observed seeping through the asphalt cover ofthe parking lot near the Marine Terminal Gate within the Heavy Fuels Area in the southwest corner ofthe LPA. Also, in 2004, several 55-gallon drum carcasses were discovered during installation ofsubsurface utilities near the Marine Terminal Gate entrance to the refinery. Ensuing investigations identified a tar-like substance present in the upper portion ofthe fill material, immediately below a 1-2 foot layer offine grained soil. 
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	Aside from the above parking lot area, more than 300 soil samples at various depths were historically collected in the remainder ofthe LPA with analytical results summarized in the 2011 Sitewide RlR. No exceedances ofPADEP's Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs for subsurface soils(> 2 feet depths) were observed in any ofthe analyzed samples. For surface soil samples (0 -2 feet depths), benzo(a)pyrene (14 milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg)) at one sample location (TRN-S-LPA-005), arsenic ( 139 mg/kg) at one sam
	From November to December 2013, BP installed soil borings and collected soil samples in the immediate vicinities ofthe five locations described above where Non-Residential Direct Contact MSC exceedances occurred. The purpose ofthis investigation was to delineate the extent ofthe soil contamination in those areas. In four ofthe five locations, the historical analytical results could not be duplicated and no MSC exceedances were encountered. Therefore, PADEP and EPA determined that no further action was requi
	3.3 Former Alky Retention Basin Area 
	3.3 Former Alky Retention Basin Area 
	The 2-acre Alky Retention Basin (ARB) Area is located in the north-central portion of the Facility property in the vicinity ofthe Waste Water Treatment Facility Area. The ARB Area is comprised ofthe ARB and the fonner Unnamed Impounding Pond No. 4. The ARB is no longer in use and the area has been regraded. 
	ln 2002 and 2004, 27 soil samples were collected at various depths from 14 borings installed in the ARB Area with analytical results summarized in the 2011 Sitewide RIR. No exceedances ofPADEP's Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs for subsurface soils were observed in any ofthe analyzed samples. For surface soil samples, lead at concentrations ranging from 1,3 10 to 2,120 mg/kg, at three locations (BH-02-0 I, BH-02-04, and BH-02-02) was the only contaminant detected above its PADEP Non-Residential Direct Co
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	3.4 Gas Blending Area 
	3.4 Gas Blending Area 
	The 13-acre Gas Blending Area is located in the south-central portion ofthe Facility property on the other side of the railroad right ofway across from the Waste Water Treatment Facility Area. This area contains 12 ASTs and several process units. Surface cover in the Gas Blending Area is a mix ofpavement and gravel areas. 
	In 2002, more than 70 soil samples were collected at various depths from 33 locations in the Gas Blending Area with analytical results summarized in the 2011 Sitewide RIR. The only MSC exceedance observed ,:vas for benzene (354 mg/kg) in a subsurface soil sample (BH-0232). To further delineate the benzene contamination, a confirmatory soil boring was installed at the same location in November 2013. A sample collected from the same depth as the 2002 sample contained benzene at 34 mg/kg, well below the MSC of
	-


	3.5 Waste Water Treatment Facility (WWTF) Area 
	3.5 Waste Water Treatment Facility (WWTF) Area 
	The 24-acre WWTF is located in the north central portion ofthe Facility property along Marcus Hook_ Creek. In addition to the waste water treatment plant, this area includes 49 ASTs, a closed former impoundment pond, and several process buildings. The waste water treatment plant has historically treated oily waste water associated with plant operations. Most ofthe AS Ts in this area are associated with the waste water treatment process. 
	In 2002 and 2004, 79 soil samples were collected at various depths from 46 locations in the WWTF Area with analytical results summarized in the 201 1 Sitewide RIR. No exceedances ofany ofPADEP's Non-Residential Soil Direct Contact MSCs were detected in any ofthe samples analyzed. Therefore, no remedial action is required for soils in the WWTF Area. 

	3.6 South Tank Farm Area 
	3.6 South Tank Farm Area 
	The 60-acre South Tank Fann encompasses the majority ofthe eastern portion ofthe Facility property and is bordered to the south by the open Dredge Spoil Area and the Delaware River. The Dredge Spoil Area is a bulkheaded open/unmanaged emergent wetland area where dredge spoils were historically deposited. Twenty-eight ASTs used to store crude, gasoline, fuel oil, jet fuel, base stock and refom1ate are located within the South Tank Farm. 
	From 1998 through 2004, more than 150 soiI samples were collected at various depths from approximately I00 locations in the South Tank Farm Area with analytical results summarized in the 20 I I Sitewide RIR. No exceedances ofPADEP's Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs for subsurface soils were observed in any ofthe analyzed samples. For surface soil samples, total xylenes (2,400,000 mg/kg) at one sample location (03-155-04), arsenic (199 mg/kg) at one sample location (HA-02-I 0), and lead (2,190 mg/kg) at o
	-
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	Additional soil sampling was conducted at the three above sample locations subsequent to the 2011 Sitewide RIR to further delineate the extent ofcontamination. In November and December 20 I 3, five soil samples collected from four borings in the vicinity ofsample location 03-155-04 did not contain total xylenes at concentrations above PADEPs Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs. One confirmatory soil sample collected from a boring at sample location HA02-l 0 in April 2014 did not contain arsenic above its MS
	-

	In December 2013, five borings were advanced in the Tank 153 area where soil sample No. 03-153-06 had previously exhibited an elevated lead concentration. A total ofsix soil samples from the five soil borings were analyzed for lead, enabling the delineation ofthe area impacted by the lead contamination. A description ofTank 153 area and how this area was remediated can be found below in Section 4.3 (Elimination ofPotential Direct Contact Soil Exposure). 
	3.7 North Tank Farm Area 
	3.7 North Tank Farm Area 
	The 26-acre North Tank Fann Area is in the northern portion ofthe Facility property and contains administrative buildings, refinery parking lots and entrances, and forty ASTs ofvarious sizes. Suspected leaded tank bottoms placement areas were believed to be located in the North Tank Farm Area. 
	From 1996 through 2004, more than 150 soil samples were collected at various depths from approximately 100 locations in the North Tank Farm Area with analytical results summarized in the 201 l Sitewide RIR. During a soil sampling event in 2004, the Facility collected subsurface samples, one ofwhich (04-MPK-08) contained benzene (5,800 mg/kg), ethylbenzene (66,000 mg/kg) and total xylenes (140,000 mg/kg) above PADEP's NonResidential Direct Contact MSCs for subsurface soils. During that same year, surface so
	In November and December 2013, the Facility conducted additional soil sampling at the two surface soil sample locations (MHTK113A and 04-PMP-0lSS) to further delineate the extent ofbenzene and benzo(a)pyrene contamination. Two soil samples collected from a single boring installed at the 2004 sample location MHTK113A did not contain benzene above PADEPs Non-Residential Direct Contact MSC. None ofthe four soil samples collected from four borings in the vicinity of sample no. 04-PMP-0lSS contained benzo(a)pyre
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	and EPA determined no further action was required at these two areas. 



	3.8 Process Area 
	3.8 Process Area 
	The 80-acre Process Area occupies the majority ofthe northern portion ofthe Facility property and is located between the North Tank Fann and the railroad right ofway. The Process Area contains 97 ASTs ofvarious sizes along with cooling towers, boiler water, process area vessels and other process units. Surface cover in this area is also comprised ofpavement with some gravel areas. 
	From 2002 through 2004, more than 220 soil samples were collected at various depths from approximately 150 locations throughout the Process Area with analytical results summarized in the 2011 .Sitewide RIR. No exceedances ofPADEP's Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs for surface soils were observed in any ofthe analyzed samples. One subsurface soil sample (04-ARO-12) collected in 2004 at a depth of2.5 -3.0 feet contained total xylenes (19,000 mg/kg) and ethylbenzene (1,900 mg/kg) above PADEP's Non-Residenti
	In December 20I 3, additional soil sampling was conducted in the vicinity ofsoil sample (04-ARO-l2) to further delineate the extent ofthe total xylenes contamination. Five soil samples collected from five borings installed in the area were used to delineate the total xylenes contamination. The additional sampling confin11ed that surface soils in the vicinity of soil sample 04-ARO-12 did not contain any COCs at concentrations above PADEP's NonResidential Direct Contact MSCs for surface soils. Therefore, the
	PADEP expressed concerns to the Facility that the total xylenes and ethyl benzene subsurface soil concentrations could pose an inhalation risk to an outdoor worker in the immediate vicinity ofsample location 04-ARO-l2. To satisfy this concern, BP collected an air sample at this location in February 2017. The six VOCs detected were each more than 10 times lower than the Occupational Exposure Criteria for operational portions ofthe refinery. Based on the above, no remedial action is required for soils in the 

	3.9 Surface Water and Ecological Areas 
	3.9 Surface Water and Ecological Areas 
	Four areas at the Facility, specifically Marcus Hook Creek, Stony Creek, the Delaware River and the Dredge Spoils Area which is the open area behind the river bulkhead between the two creeks, were identified as potential ecological receptors/habitats in the June 2009 Ecological Evaluation Report. Marcus Hook Creek and Stony Creek are tidal tributaries to the Delaware River. The Facility property is bulk-headed along its entire boundary with the Delaware River and shoreline/riparian habitat is absent. In the
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	by refinery production and storage infrastructure lacking any natural habitat features of ecological value. 
	The banks ofMarcus Hook Creek near its confluence with the Delaware River have been fortified with concrete to prevent erosion. During typical refinery operations, more than 95% of the flow in Marcus Hook Creek is from permitted discharges from the refinery. Stony Creek is a smaller stream that during typical refinery operations primarily conveys heated refinery noncontact cooling from the Process Area. Stony Creek is channelized for approximately 300 yards in a concrete conduit beneath the railroad right-
	Marcus Hook Creek, Stony Creek and the Delaware River are each in part recharged by groundwater discharged from the Facility property. Four quarters ofsurface water sampling occurred in 2007 and 2008, during which sheens were periodically observed in the Delaware River adjacent to the LPA and in Marcus Hook Creek. Sheens, to a lesser extent, have also been observed in Stony Creek; however, these sheens were shown to be naturally occurring and biological in nature, and not attributable to refinery activities
	The June 2009 Ecological Evaluation Report found that the sheens observed in the Marcus Hook Creek and Delaware River presented the most obvious potential risk to environmental receptors. No species or habitats ofconcern were observed on the Facility property, with the exception ofthe degraded emergent wetland in the Dredge Spoils Area. There is no complete migration pathway for Facility-related contaminants ofpotential ecological concern (CPECs) to reach the Dredge Spoils Area. The discharge ofnon-contact 

	3.10 Former Sinclair Acid Plant Soils 
	3.10 Former Sinclair Acid Plant Soils 
	In 2005, ConocoPhillips conducted an assessment at the Fonner Sinclair Acid Plant parcel, which included the collection and analyses of30 soil samples at various depths from the same locations at which grab groundwater samples were also collected as described in Section 
	3. l.l, above. The analytical results are summarized in the 2006 Site Characterization Summary 
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	Report. No exceedances ofPADEP's Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs for subsurface soils 
	were present in any ofthe analyzed samples. For surface soil samples, lead (1,880 mg/kg) at one 
	sample location (05-ACID-l 6) was detected above its PADEP Non-Residential Direct Contact 
	MSC. Benzo(a)pyrene was present at a concentration equal to the MSC of 12 mg/kg at this same 
	sample location. 
	Institutional controls have been implemented through a June 30, 2017 environmental covenant which prevent human exposure to the groundwater at the Facility and also prevents residential development ofthe refinery property, including the Former Sinclair Acid Plant parcel. 
	3.11 Vapor Intrusion Evaluation 
	3.11 Vapor Intrusion Evaluation 
	BP evaluated the vapor intrusion (VI) pathway using a 2-phased approach. As described in the August 2016 VI Phase I Risk Assessment Report, all existing structures on the Facility property, including trailers/portable-modular buildings and sheds/shipping containers were assessed against a set ofphysical construction and occupancy criteria for the purpose of identifying buildings with the potential for a complete VI pathway. Ofthe 312 structures identified on the Facility property during Phase I, 34 building
	Individuals working in the operational areas ofthe refinery participate in the Facility's Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) hazard communication program pursuant to OSHA's Hazard Communication Standard (HCS) set forth at 29 CFR 19l0.1200 and are aware ofthe risks posed by the COCs at the Facility. Additionally, because background sources in operational areas ofthe refinery make attribution ofindoor air contaminant concentrations to a subsurface (VI-related) source infeasible, any YI related
	In operational areas, COCs detected were present at concentrations more than one order ofmagnitude below their applicable OSHA/Industrial exposure criteria. Therefore, mitigation is not required for the retained structures that were sampled. Seven contaminants were detected in indoor air above P ADEP's non-residential screening value and additionally, benzene was detected above 1/10ofthe P ADEP value. All eight ofthese contaminants are included in the refinery's OSHA hazard communication program with their 
	th 
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	equipment (PPE) as required. Retained structures with existing engineering controls, such as building pressurization systems, were not sampled. These types ofstructures, as well as blastresistant modules, portable modular structures and skirted trailers will be periodically monitored according to the EPA-approved May 2018 Post Remediation Care Plan (PRCP) to ensure the structures remain protective of indoor air via the VT pathway. 
	Indoor air samples collected in non-operational areas were compared to P ADEP and EPA non-residential indoor air standards. No contaminants were detected in non-operational areas above EPA's allowable risk range during two rounds ofsampling in 2017. The detection limits for one contaminant (1,2-dibromoethane) in air samples from both the Smith Street and Marine Terminal Gate entrance security guard buildings (see Figure 2) were greater than its screening criteria. As part ofthe Phase JI Vl evaluation, furth

	3.2 Environmental Indicators 
	3.2 Environmental Indicators 
	Under the Government Perfonnance and Results Act (GPRA), EPA has set national goals to address RCRA corrective action facilities. Under GPRA, EPA evaluates two key environmental clean-up indicators for each facility: ( 1) Current Human Exposures Under Control, and (2) Migration ofContaminated Groundwater Under Control. The Facility met both these indicators on September 12, 2000. 



	Section 4: Summary ofRemedial Activities Completed 
	Section 4: Summary ofRemedial Activities Completed 
	Remedial measures were taken by BP to address the petroleum sheens observed on the Delaware River along the LPA Riverfront Area and along Marcus Hook Creek near the discharge point for the refinery's WWTP. Further remedial measures were taken to address the occasional appearance ofLNAPL in the LPA warehouse basement and soil COC impacts in various portions ofthe Facility as described throughout Section 3 above. These remedial measures are further described below. 
	4.1 Petroleum Sheening on Delaware River 
	4.1 Petroleum Sheening on Delaware River 
	In its March 2011 Remedial Investigation Report and Cleanup Plan for the LPA Riverfront Area, BP proposed the installation ofa sheet pile wall to eliminate petroleum sheening on the Delaware River along portions ofthe 525-foot long wooden relieving platform and concrete seawall (low-deck structure) constructed in the 1920s. Between March 20I I and June 2012, a 606-foot long steel sheet pile wall was built that effectively contains sheen between the wall and the low-deck structure. The location ofthe sheet p
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	the sheen containment area and the Delaware River while preventing the discharge of any 
	petroleum sheens to the Delaware River. The sheens within the containment area are collected 
	with absorbent booms. 
	The effectiveness of the sheet pile wall has been verified by BP since construction was completed through visual observation and documented in inspection records. No petroleum sheening has ever been observed on the Delaware River in the vicinity of the Lube Plant Riverfront Area since the sheet pile wall was installed. Initially, inspections were conducted by BP on a weekly basis from June 2012 through December 2016, biweekly through 2017, and monthly through 2018. The PRCP calls for quarterly monitoring th

	4.2 Petroleum Sheening on Marcus Hook Creek 
	4.2 Petroleum Sheening on Marcus Hook Creek 
	In its January 2013 Cleanup Plan for Sheen Mitigation in Marcus Hook Creek and Stoney Creek, BP proposed measures to eliminate the intermittent creek bank petroleum sheening at two locations on the north and south sides ofthe confluence of the WWTP discharge flume and Marcus Hook Creek. The two locations are depicted on Figure 3. No remedial action was proposed along Stoney Creek, as the sheens observed along that water body were determined to be naturally occurring, rather than petroleum sheens associated 
	The effectiveness of the two Marcus Hook Creek remedies has been verified through visual inspection by BP since construction was completed. No petroleum sheening has been observed at the confluence ofthe WWTP discharge flume and Marcus Hook Creek since the remedial measures were constructed. Post remedial inspections were conducted on a monthly basis through December 2017. The PRCP requires semi-annual monitoring thereafter. Any deficiencies noted during future inspections will be addressed pursuant to the 

	4.3 Elimination ofPotential Direct Contact Soil Exposure 
	4.3 Elimination ofPotential Direct Contact Soil Exposure 
	BP's November 2016 Act 2 Cleanup Plan -Potential Direct Exposure to Soil, addresses the soil COC impacts in the various portions ofthe Facility property described in Section 3 above, as well as one area where LNAPL was intermittently observed in the LPA warehouse building basement during elevated groundwater conditions. Potential direct contact exposure to these areas will be eliminated by installing surface cover engineering controls in conjunction with associated institutional controls. The surface cover 
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	surface cover from underlying soils, and prevent the movement of soils vertically through the surface cover barrier layer. (See Figure 4.) Inspection and maintenance requirements can be found in the PRCP. Below is a brief description ofthe remediation completed between September and November 2017: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	LPA, location TRN-S-MW97D: The area contaminated by elevated arsenic concentrations was approximately 2,200 sq. ft. This area was covered with a geotextile filter fabric and six (6) inches of aggregate to prevent direct contact exposure to the soils, 

	• 
	• 
	Former Alky Retention Basin, locations BH-02-01, BH-02-04, and BH-02-02: The area impacted by elevated lead concentrations was approximately 18,000 sq. ft. Improvements such as the parking lot and storm water detention basin installed by Monroe Energy in a portion ofthe remediation area were incorporated into the remeciy. A 30-mil polyethylene geomembrane covered with combinations ofsoil, aggregate and gravel pavement was installed over the remaining area. 

	• 
	• 
	South Tank Farm, Tank 153, location 03-153-06: The area contaminated by elevated lead concentrations was approximately 1,250 sq. ft. The remedy ofthis area consisted of placing gravel/rip-rap over the existing course gravel to a minimum thickness of six inches. This base course was then covered with a geotextile fabric with a gravel retention grid, and then two more inches ofgravel. 

	• 
	• 
	North Tank Farm parking area, location 04-MPK-08: The area contaminated by elevated benzene, ethylbenzene and total xylenes concentrations was approximately 15,000 sq. ft. The entire area is located within an existing asphalt paved parking lot. The parking lot asphalt pavement plus the two feet ofsoils meeting PADEP's Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs provide a buffer zone for the deeper (approximately IO feet bgs) impacted soils. Therefore, no additional remedial action was required in this area. 

	• 
	• 
	For the LPA warehouse basement, the remedy included emplacement ofapproximately 14 inches ofa medium-strength cement and sand concrete to raise the basement floor a minimum of six inches above historical high-water levels as indicated by staining on the basement walls. Prior to pouring the concrete, the sumps were sealed with hydraulic cement to prevent recharge of groundwater. 
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	Section 5: Corrective Action Objectives 
	Section 5: Corrective Action Objectives 
	EPA's CoJTective Action Objectives for the specific environmental media at the Facility are the following: 
	1. Soils 
	EPA has determined that PADEP's Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs are protective ofhuman health and the environment for the COCs related to historic refinery operations. 
	2. Groundwater 
	EPA expects final remedies to return groundwater to its maximum beneficial use within a timeframe that is reasonable given the circumstances ofthe project. For projects where aquifers are either currently used for water supply or have the potential to be used for water supply, EPA will use the National Primary Drinking Water Standard Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) promulgated pursuant to Section 42 U.S.C. §§ 300fet seq. ofthe Safe Drinking Water Act and codified at 40 C.F.R. Part 141. As described in Sec
	Through a combination ofsampling, modelling and mass balancing equations, BP has demonstrated that diffuse groundwater discharges to Marcus Hook Creek, Stony Creek and the Delaware River, as well as the cumulative discharge from the creeks and groundwater to the river, will not result in exceedances ofany ofPADEP's surface water criteria in those water bodies currently or in the future. EPA's Corrective Action Objective is to ensure that groundwater discharges from the Facility to its smTounding water bodie

	Section 6: Proposed Remedy 
	Section 6: Proposed Remedy 
	The proposed remedy includes a combination ofinstitutional controls (I Cs) and engineering controls (ECs). ECs include a variety ofphysical devices, barriers, and management practices that contain, reduce the source of, or prevent exposure to contamination. lCs are generally non-engineered mechanisms such as administrative and/or legal controls that minimize the potential for human exposure to contamination and/or protect the integrity ofa remedy. 
	Under this proposed remedy, some contaminants remain in the soil and groundwater at the Facility above levels appropriate for residential uses. Also, at a few locations as described above, contaminants above PADEP's direct contact non-residential MSCs remain in soils below engineered barriers. Because some contaminants remain in the soil and groundwater at the Facility above levels appropriate for residential use, EPA's proposed remedy requires the 
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	compliance with and maintenance ofsoil and groundwater use restrictions, as well as the compliance with and maintenance ofany engineering controls. 
	EPA proposes to implement the land and groundwater restrictions necessary to prevent human exposure to contaminants at the Facility through institutional controls established through environmental covenants pursuant to the Pennsylvania Unifonn Environmental Covenants Act, 27 Pa.C.S. §§ 6501-6517. 
	An environmental covenant requiring the maintenance ofthe ECs associated with surface water petroleum sheen prevention remediation, soil direct contact prevention and protection of vapor intrusion pathway related indoor was filed in the land records for the Facility property on March 13, 2019. A June 30, 2017 environmental covenant filed by Monroe Energy implemented Facility-wide restrictions on groundwater usage except for wells used for groundwater monitoring or remediation. The June 30, 2017 environmenta
	The PRCP requires the operation, inspection, monitoring and maintenance ofthe passive remedies installed to mitigate sheening on the Delaware River and Marcus Hook Creek. The PCRP also ensures that the surface cover engineering controls continue to eliminate direct contact exposure to elevated soil COCs by requiring the inspection and maintenance ofthose cover systems. Also, the PCRP includes reporting, non-attainment notification and management ofchange requirements. Land use restrictions described in the 
	1. Soils 
	BP has met PADEP's Non-Residential Direct Contact MSCs throughout the Facility property, except for the five areas described in Section 4.3, above, where surface cover engineering controls have been implemented to prevent direct contact exposure to remaining contamination and the one soil sample location in the Former Sinclair Acid Plant. 
	For all Facility soils, EPA's proposed remedy requires that excavation activities be managed pursuant to the PADEP-approved December 14, 2017 Soil Characterization and Onsite Soil Reuse Plan. With respect to the five areas described in Section 4.3, above, EPA's proposed remedy also requires that inspection, monitoring and maintenance ofthe installed surface cover engineering controls be conducted in accordance with the PRCP. 
	BP will eliminate potential direct soil exposure in the Former Acid Plant area by installing surface cover engineering controls in conjunction with institutional controls. The lead and benzo(a)pyrene contamination observed in 2005 at surface soil sample location 05-ACID-l 6 will be fully delineated through additional soil sampling to be approved by EPA. Once fully delineated, any soils containing exceedances ofPADEP's non-residential direct contact MSCs will be covered with an engineered cap to prevent dire
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	reporting requirements associated with the engineered cover system. EPA's proposed remedy will also require modification ofthe March 2019 environmental covenant to include the land use restrictions for this area. 
	2. Groundwater 
	Monitoring and modelling ofgroundwater conditions at the Facility have shown that contamination in groundwater is not increasing and contaminant concentrations are predominantly declining over time. Therefore, the proposed remedy for groundwater requires continued adherence to the to the groundwater use restrictions contained in the June 30, 2017 environmental covenant, as well as visual inspection, monitoring and maintenance ofthe engineering controls surface covers that were installed to prevent petroleum
	3. Vapor Intrusion 
	While there is a potential risk to human health from exposure to vapor intrusion into occupied buildings at the Facility, air monitoring and risk analysis demonstrated there is no unacceptable risk from exposure to COCs to current or future workers at the Facility if certain existing facility engineering and institutional controls remain in place. The proposed remedy for VI include: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The existing engineering control systems in the buildings designed to operate with pressurized systems identified in Table I ofthe PCRP will be operated, inspected and maintained as described in the PRCP. Changes to the occupancy status or engineering controls for these buildings will require reevaluation ofthe vapor intrusion pathway at those locations. 

	• 
	• 
	Application ofOSHA/Industrial exposure criteria to indoor workers in operational areas ofthe Facility property. 

	• 
	• 
	Adherence to the record keeping requirements set forth in the PRCP for the existing buildings subject to the VI program 

	• 
	• 
	Compliance with PRCP provisions to address future potential structure construction and future potential changes to the location, physical characteristics or occupancy ofstructures. 
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	Section 7: Evaluation of Proposed Remedy 
	Section 7: Evaluation of Proposed Remedy 
	This section provides a description ofthe criteria EPA used to evaluate the proposed remedy consistent with EPA guidance. The criteria are applied in two phases. In the first phase, EPA evaluates three decision threshold criteria as general goals. In the second phase, for those remedies which meet the threshold criteria, EPA then evaluates seven balancing criteria. 
	Threshold Criteria 
	Threshold Criteria 
	Threshold Criteria 
	Evaluation 

	I) Protect human 
	I) Protect human 
	EPA's proposed remedy for the Facility protects human health 

	health and the 
	health and the 
	and the environment by eliminating, reducing, or controlling 

	environment 
	environment 
	potential unacceptable risk through the implementation and maintenance ofengineering controls and use restrictions. EPA is proposing to restrict land use to commercial or industrial purposes at the Facility. An existing environmental covenant which is currently in effect for the entire Facility Property limits the use ofthe property to non-residential use only and prohibits groundwater use. Except for soils beneath the engineered barriers described in Section 4.3 above and the one surface soil sample in the
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	. 
	2) Achieve media cleanup objectives 
	2) Achieve media cleanup objectives 
	criteria. In addition, the Facility and surrounding area are provided with potable water from public water supply systems that are not impacted by refinery operations. With respect to future uses, the proposed remedy requires groundwater use restrictions to minimize the potential for human exposure to contamination and protect the integrity of the remedy. Moreover, while COCs remain in groundwater in interior portions of the Facility, their concentrations will continue to decrease through natural biodegrada

	No excessive risk to human health associated with indoor air exposures in existing buildings exist provided the Facility continues to be used as a petroleum refinery with a functioning OSHA hazard communications program for its workers. Any changes in Facility use, or changes in the use ofbuildings at the refinery, will require additional VI evaluation, as discussed in the PRCP. The March 201 9 environmental ·covenant additionally requires all operational areas to include the following elements: (I) hazard 
	EPA's proposed remedy meet the media cleanup objectives based on assumptions regarding current and reasonably anticipated land and water resource use(s). The remedy proposed in this SB is based on the current and future anticipated land use at the Facility as commercial or industrial. The potential for direct exposures to soils containing elevated contaminant concentrations has been eliminated. 
	The proposed remedy does not meet groundwater cleanup standards that would allow for the beneficial use of groundwater at the Facility. However, the groundwater beneath the Facility is not suitable as a drinking water source; therefore, EPA's objective is to protect the surrounding surface water bodies from unacceptable concentrations from COC impacts. 
	Through monitoring, modelling and mass balance equations, the Facility has demonstrated that the remaining groundwater will not impact the surroundinf! water bodies over time. 
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	Table
	TR
	Furthermore, groundwater is not used as a source of potable water at the Facility or in the surrounding area. Additionally, the engineering controls that have been implemented to prevent petroleum sheening on Marcus Hook Creek and the Delaware River were successfully installed and are functioning as designed. 

	3) Remediating the 
	3) Remediating the 
	ln all proposed remedies, EPA seeks to eliminate or reduce 

	Source of Releases 
	Source of Releases 
	further releases of hazardous wastes and hazardous constituents that may pose a threat to human health and the environment and the Facility met this objective. No large sources ofcontaminants remain in Facility soils. Engineered surface covers installed in 2017 eliminate the direct contact exposure pathway and limit the potential of the underlying contamination to impact groundwater in those locations. There is currently no risk associated with Facility soils as long as land use restrictions remain in place
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	Balancing Evaluation Criteria 4) Long-term The PRCP contains the inspection, maintenance and record effectiveness keeping requirements designed to ensure that the petroleum sheening prevention and direct contact remedies, as well as the vapor intrusion restrictions in place remain protective of human health and the environment over time. The land use restrictions in the environmental covenant requiring non-residential use ofthe Facility property and prohibiting groundwater usage also ensure that potential f
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	Section 8: Financial Assurance 
	EPA has evaluated whether financial assurance for corrective action is necessary to implement EPA's proposed remedy at the Facility. BP has estimated the cost ofroutine maintenance, inspections and annual report generation as required by the PRCP to be approximately $30,000 per year. While BP will be implementing the PRCP requirements, the current refinery owner is responsible for maintaining some ofthe existing refinery institutional controls (e.g. OSHA compliant occupational controls) and engineering cont
	EPA's proposed remedy does not require any further engineering actions to remediate soil, groundwater or indoor air contamination at this time. Given that the costs ofimplementing institutional controls and maintaining engineering controls at the Facility will be minimal, EPA is proposing that no financial assurance be required. 
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	Section 9: Public Participation 
	Section 9: Public Participation 
	Interested persons are invited to comment on EPA's proposed remedy. The public comment period will last thirty (30) calendar days from the date that notice is published in a local newspaper. Comments may be submitted by mail, fax, or electronic mail to Mr. Andrew Clibanoffat the contact infonnation listed below. 
	A public meeting will be held upon request. Requests for a public meeting should be submitted to Mr. Andrew Clibanoff in writing at the contact information listed below. A meeting will not be scheduled unless one is requested. 
	The Administrative Record contains all the information considered by EPA for the proposed remedy at this Facility. The Administrative Record is available at the following location: 
	U.S. EPA Region III 1650 Arch Street Philadelphia, PA 19 103 Contact: Mr. Andrew Clibanoff(3LC20) Phone: (215) 8 14-3391 
	Fax: (215) 814-31 13 
	Email: clibanoff.andrew@epa.gov 

	Attachments: 
	Attachments: 
	Figure 1: Site Location Map Figure 2: Site Plan Figure 3: Petroleum Sheening Mitigation Areas Figure 4: Direct Contact Exposure Mitigation Areas 
	Date: 
	Figure
	John~ 
	Land, Chemicals and Redevelopment Division US EPA, Region III 
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	Section 10: Index to Administrative Record 
	Section 10: Index to Administrative Record 
	OSHA Air Standards 29 CFR 1910 (Subpart Z) (2019). 
	OSHA Hazard Communication Standards, 29 CFR 1910.1200(2019). 
	Environmental Covenant, prepared by Monroe Energy, LLC, for 410 I Post Road Property, Trainer, PA, signed by Jeffrey Warmann, Monroe Energy, LLC and Ragesh Patel, PADEP, filed at Delaware County Recorder ofDeeds, March 13, 2019. 
	CotTespondence from Ragesh Patel, Regional Manager, Environmental Cleanup and Brownfjelds, PADEP to Sasa Jazic, Remediation Management Services Company, Site-Specific Standard Final Report Approval, August 3, 2018. 
	Final Report, Sitewide Soil, Groundwater and Surface Water, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, Prepared-by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Remediation Management Services Company (BP), May 2018. 
	Post-Remediation Care Plan, Sitewide Soil, Groundwater and Surface Water, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, Prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Remediation Management Services Company (BP), May 2018. 
	Correspondence from Ragesh Patel, Regional Manager, Environmental Cleanup and Brownfields, PADEP to Sasa Jazic, Remediation Management Services Company, Approval of BP's September 2017 VI Phase Tl Risk Assessment Report & Cleanup Plan, December 22, 2017. 
	Soil Characterization and Onsite Soil Reuse Plan for Monroe Energy, LLC Trainer Refinery, prepared by Monroe Energy, December 14, 2017. 
	Vapor Intrusion Phase II Risk Assessment Report & Cleanup Plan, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Atlantic Richfield Company (BP), September 2017. 
	Correspondence from Matthew Torell, P.E., Environmental Lead, Monroe Energy, to C. David Brown, P ADEP, Monroe Energy Trainer Refinery Environmental Covenant, August 4, 2017. 
	Correspondence from Sachin Shankar, P.E., Assistant Regional Director, PADEP, to Sasa Jazic, Remediation Management Services Company, Approval ofBP's November 2016 Act 2 Cleanup Plan -Potential Direct Contact Exposure to Soil, April 7, 2017. 
	Correspondence from Sasa Jazic, Project Manager, Remediation Management Services Company, to C. David Brown, PADEP, Response to PADEP Letter ofTechnical Deficiency 
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	dated February 27, 2017 regarding BP's November 2016 Act 2 Cleanup Plan -Potential Direct 
	Contact Exposure to Soil, March 24, 2017. 
	Correspondence from Sasa Jazic, Project Manager, Remediation Management Services 
	Company, to C. David Brown, PADEP, Response to PADEP Comments on BP's November 
	2016 Act 2 Cleanup Plan -Potential Direct Contact Exposure to Soil, February 17, 2017. 
	Cleanup Plan, Potential Direct Contact Exposure to Soil, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, Prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Remediation Management Services Company (BP), November 2016. 
	Vapor Intrusion Phase I Risk Assessment Report & Workplan, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Atlantic Richfield Company (BP), August 2016. 
	Correspondence from Andrew Clibanoff, RCRA Project Manager, EPA, to Sasa Jazic, Project Manager, Remediation Management Services Company, RCRA SMWU #40-Oily Water Sewer Response to No Further Corrective Action Request, June 17, 2016 
	Correspondence from Sasa Jazic, Project Manager, Remediation Management Services . Company, to Andrew Clibanoff, RCRA Project Manager, EPA, RCRA SMWU #40 -No Further Corrective Action Request, May 20, 2016. 
	Status Report, Vapor Intrusion Evaluation, Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Remediation Management Services Company (BP), April 2016. 
	Correspondence from Stephan Sinding, Regional Manager, PADEP, to Sasa Jazic, Atlantic Richfield Company, Approval ofFinal Report -Sheen Mitigation, Marcus Hook Creek, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, February 11, 2016. 
	Final Report -Lube Plant Riverfront Area, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Remediation Management Services Company (BP), December 2015. 
	Final Report -Sheen Mitigation, Marcus Hook Creek, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Remediation Management Services Company (BP), November 2015. 
	Correspondence from Stephan Sinding, Regional Manager, PADEP, to Sasa Jazic, Atlantic Richfield Company, Approval ofRisk Assessment Report for Sitewide LNAPL, BP Fonner Marcus Hook Refinery, March 12, 2015. 
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	LNAPL Risk Assessment Report, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, 
	prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Atlantic Richfield Company, December 2014. 
	Correspondence from Paul Gotthold, Chief, PA Operations Branch, EPA, to Sasa Jazic, Project 
	Manager, Atlantic Richfield Company, Summary ofSuspected Leaded Tank Bottoms 
	Investigation Solid Waste Management Unit 88, February 13, 2013. 
	Cleanup Plan, Sheen Mitigation, Marcus Hook Creek and Stoney Creek, BP Former Marcus 
	Hook Refinery, prepared by Sovereign Consulting lnc. for Atlantic Richfield Company 
	(BP), January 20 I 3. 
	Correspondence from Kevin Wheeler, Senior Hydrogeologist, Sovereign Consulting, Inc. to Paul Gotthold, Branch Chief, PA Operations, EPA, Summary ofSuspected Leaded Tank Bottoms Investigation Solid Waste Management Unit 88, October 24, 2012. 
	Sitewide Remedial Investigation Report, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, 
	Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Atlantic Richfield Company (BP), November 2011. 
	Remedial Investigation Report and Cleanup Plan, Lube Plant Riverfront Area, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Trainer, Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Atlantic Richfield Company (BP), March 2011. 
	Ecological Evaluation Report, ConocoPhillips Trainer Refinery (Formerly BP Marcus Hook Refinery), Trainer, Pennsylvania, prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Atlantic Richfield Company (BP), June 30, 2009. 
	Site Characterization Summary Report (1996 through 2005), ConocoPhillips Trainer Refinery (Former BP Trainer Refinery), prepared by Sovereign Consulting Inc. for Atlantic Richfield Company (BP), May 2006. 
	Site Wide Approach Workplan, BP Former Marcus Hook Refinery, Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania, prepared by BP Amoco (BP) and Langan Engineering and Environmental Services, October 2000. 
	Solid Waste Management Unit and Area ofConcern Final Cleanup Status Report, Former Marcus Hook Refinery, prepared by BP Exploration and Oil Company, September 11 , 1998. 
	Phase II RCRA Facility Assessment ofthe British Petroleum Oil Company, Trainer Borough, PA, prepared by A.T. Kearney, Inc. for U.S. EPA Region 3, December 1991. 
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